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BOE Meeting:
School Security
By LEKHYA KOLLU, junior
THE BOARD of Education held a
Caucus meeting on February 21 at JP
Stevens, primarily to discuss the various
concerns surrounding school security
following the Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School shooting in Florida.
Prior to the meeting, Edison Board
President Mr. Jerry Shi had a moment of
silence for the victims of the Stoneman
Douglas High School shooting. He then
reaffirmed that Superintendent Dr. Richard
O’Malley and other members of the board
have reached out to local law enforcement
and confirmed that there are no imminent or
credible threats to Edison schools. However,
in the wake of recent events, he announced the
creation of a new School Safety Committee.
“The School Safety Committee will review
current school security policies to ensure
that we are best utilizing our resources. The
committee will also make recommendations
as to immediate and systemic modifications
as warranted,” Mr. Shi said. “We strongly
encourage the public to provide their input
See BOE, page 12
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Students sign a poster that was sent to Parkland to show their support for the community.

JP’s Reaction to Parkland
By DEEKSHA UDUPA, senior

17 PEOPLE were left dead after Nikolas Cruz
entered Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School on February 14, 2018 while heavily
armed with a semiautomatic AR-15 rifle.
Cruz, a 19-year-old who had been
expelled from Stoneman Douglas, pulled
the fire alarm and began shooting at
those who were exiting their classrooms.
He killed three people outside of the
high school and 12 people inside it; two
additional victims died in the hospital.

This shooting quickly became a topic
of interest throughout the nation with
many emphasizing the necessity for
better security measures within schools.
Many
schools—including
JP
Stevens—have reacted quickly to the
shooting and have taken measures to
ensure the safety of their students.
“We used to have four entrances; we
narrowed it to three, which allows us to
really watch the three entrances in the
morning,” said Ms. Pawlikowksi, the JP
Stevens principal. “Once everyone is in, it

Varun Das: Grammy Band Drummer
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comes down to one entrance in the front.”
The administration has also moved the
front desk from near the auditorium to the
lobby and now locks the school building at
night. The administration has increased its
classroom door checks and hopes to begin
a Hawk Patrol initiative. In this voluntary
program, students would use their study
halls or early releases to walk around and
ensure that the classroom doors are locked.
Many teachers, however, feel that keeping
the doors closed infringes on the educational
See PARKLAND, page 10

VARUN DAS

Senior Varun Das practices performance pieces with the Big Band.
  Throughout the course of the week
By ABHISHEK TARUVAI, junior
leading up to the Grammy Awards, Varun
FROM JANUARY 24 TO 28, JP senior Varun toured all over New York City, performing
Das attended the 2018 Grammy Camp at various venues. The Big Band performed
and had the once-in-a-lifetime chance to at the Iridium Jazz Club in Broadway and at
perform with the Grammy Awards Big Band. the New School in New York City, recorded
The Grammy Awards Big Band was an album at Power Station Studios, and most
composed of youths from across the country. notably played at the Grammy MusiCares
Through an extremely rigorous application, event, a charity association for musicians in
Varun competed against countless musicians financial, personal, or medical crises. They
for the drummer position for the band.
See GRAMMYS, page 12

DOZENS OF DELEGATES represented
JP Stevens at the Ivy League Model
United
Nations
Conference
in
Philadelphia from January 25 to 28.
ILMUNC was hosted by the University of
Pennsylvania, uniting schools from all over
the world to discuss a multitude of issues.
Before venturing to Philadelphia, the
delegates all had to arduously research
their topics, which ranged from HIV/
AIDS to becoming a member of the
“Brotherhood” from George Orwell’s 1984.
At the conference, JP students collaborated
with their committee members to debate
their issues, simulating the creation of a
UN resolution. They then had to draft,
modify, and pass a final resolution.
“As a delegate, I represented South
Korea in the United Nations Habitat
Committee,” said senior Shiv Soin.
“Working with twenty-seven other members
of my committee, I led my group to
write many creative solutions, such as
sending satellites into space to monitor the
Amazon in order to curb deforestation.”
See MUN, page 11
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A DREAM to Forget
By ANDREW SHEN, political columnist
OVER THE PAST few decades, our
government has shut down at a greater
frequency due to increasing political
polarization and pressing spending issues.
The words “government shutdown” may
often have negative connotations in people’s
minds, creating associations of lethargy,
conflict, or gridlock. As undesirable as they
may be, crises are sometimes necessary to
mobilize the general population into action.
The early 2018 United States government
shutdown was representative of such a
crisis. With our government’s focus on
implementing regressive laws and policies,
it is imperative that we stand our ground
based on principle in order to protect the
programs and legislation we believe in.
Donald Trump commented on Fox
News during the 2013 shutdown that the
blame for a government shutdown always
goes to the president, but perhaps that’s
no longer the case now that he himself is
in charge. Republicans dominate Congress
and the Presidency; thus, they could have
accepted compromise offers at any time. In
fact, President Trump and Senate Minority
Leader Chuck Schumer almost came to an
agreement over burgers, with provisions that
even included funding for the wall. However,
it was the President and Chief of Staff John
Kelly who turned down the agreement
solely because of the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals (DACA) provision.
Not only is the ethical choice simply
never negotiable, but considering that the
Democrats conceded funding for Trump’s
wall and were still rebuffed, the Republicans
cannot just shift the blame onto them.
Although Republicans will claim that
Democrats do not care for the proper
functioning of our country, it was instead

a ploy on their part to tie controversial
aspects to the Democrats’ detriment. There
is no doubt that funding for defense and
children’s healthcare is integral for our
nation to run effectively, yet it should not
be held hostage by a budget plan either.
For years, Republicans have urged for the
cutting back of healthcare and welfare
programs, so it is quite convenient for them
to sponsor the funding of CHIP (Children’s
Health Insurance Program) before a midyear
election. People’s lives and well-being should
not be thrown around as pawns in some
political game. Regardless of the inane
question of whether Democrats care for
children and soldiers, it was not their fault that
the shutdown resulted from opposing the
Republicans’ stubborn and unpopular stance.
Polls by The Washington Post reveal that
87% of Americans support a program that
allows undocumented immigrants to stay in
the US if they arrived as a child and have
no criminal record—essentially, what DACA
and the Dream Act provide. Why, then, are
the Republicans so vehement in punishing
these immigrants, when they had no active
choice in coming here and know no country
other than America? With an overwhelming
majority of Americans supporting these
programs, they should receive continued
government promotion, not repeal. This
is much like many other policies that the
current government opposes but the general
population supports, such as continued
stipulation in the Affordable Care Act.
The shutdown consequently served as
a message to both the people and the
government of unmet targets and demands.
In the same vein, a government has an
obligation to fulfill the needs of its people,
a political tenet that has been valued by
Americans for centuries. However, spiteful
bickering and unfair policies are not what

we need, nor what we deserve. More
importantly, immigration reform has been
waiting to occur for decades. Ever since
Reagan’s term in the 1980s, there has
been a consistent push for comprehensive
immigration reform. It is evident that we
need to better secure our borders, but it is
also just as evident that our immigration
system requires fixing if problems
continually arise from it. Both the Senate and
the House need to stop stalling immigration
debates. Perhaps only through the shutdown
were they reminded of the urgent pressure
for both parties to work together to fix our
border issues. We cannot focus on shortterm gains and petty conflict while neglecting
the long-term future of our country.
Ultimately, while a government shutdown
is usually the unwanted result of continuous
gridlock and stubborn opposition, it
can also be beneficial for reminding our
government of our priorities and unfulfilled
needs. People’s livelihoods are at stake,
and children, immigrants, and the military
cannot all be sacrificed over the refusal
of our President and Congress to accept
compromise. Republicans should not keep
shooting down the compassionate option
of helping the Dreamers, an idea supported
by the vast majority of Americans. As
days, weeks, months, and years pass
without congressional and governmental
action, the problems currently plaguing
us remain unsolved, something that raised
debt ceilings and temporary shutdown
agreements cannot permanently fix.
In literature, they say that communion,
the sharing of a meal, is frequently indicative
of the greater trend in a sequence of events.
With the failed “cheeseburger meeting”
leading to a shutdown and continued
congressional conflict, it may be an ominous
harbinger for a long political year to come.

but the GOP stopgap bill to forestall the
looming shutdown was shot down without
negotiation from the Democrats. The bill
advocated for a longer negotiating period
over the DACA issue, as the lives of tens
of thousands of people should not be
threatened by a premature decision. Without
their demands being fulfilled, the Democrats
fervently opposed raising the stiff spending
caps on border and military expenditure,
leading America into this political stalemate.
It goes without saying that the livelihoods
of over nine million children and their
healthcare program
should be at
the forefront of
any politician’s
agenda. If so,
then why are
adolescents

livelihood; however, due to the shutdown,
many federal employees were placed on
furlough, and consumer spending was
sharply curtailed. While there were political
and social consequences, the economic
ramifications were profound. According
to the Brookings Institute, a nonprofit
public policy organization, the economy
could lose about $2 billion per week, which
would adversely affect consumer confidence
on markets by painting the narrative that
U.S. political and economic systems stand
unstable. The effects are so widespread
that, according to CNN Money, a shutdown
as prolonged as the most recent 2013
government shutdown could lead to over
800,000 federal employees being sent home
and almost 6.6 million work days lost. With
the jobs of many hardworking Americans
in danger and the substantive economic
repercussions promoted by the shutdown,
many are questioning when
Democrats will begin to
reflect on the consequences
of their stubborn behavior.
The severe failure of
lawmakers in Washington
to
make
bipartisan
decisions has created a government
marred with dysfunctionality. The 2018
government shutdown reflects some of the
worst values of American politics: absolute
disregard for people, uncompromising
stances, and willingness to compromise
the welfare of nation in favor of party
politics. If the Democrats want to prolong
their hostage on the safety, security, and
overall health of America over stipulations
regarding an immigration bill, then so be
it. Perhaps, then Americans will finally be
cognizant of the lack of bipartisanship
in politics that is fundamentally
plaguing our system of democracy.

Shutting Down the Shutdown
By ARYAN KHONDE, political columnist

RECENTLY, there has been an increasing
trend in American politics that every
citizen should be concerned with: a lack
of bipartisanship between policymakers in
Washington. The January 2018 government
shutdown was a direct result of the absence
of cooperation between lawmakers on
Capitol Hill, as the entire federal government
system was held captive by Democratic
Senators over various stipulations regarding
an immigration bill. The 2018 government
shutdown adversely affected the well-being
of the nation and jeopardized not only
border security and health care for children
but also the jobs of federal employees.
The safety of our nation from foreign
and domestic dangers rallies the support
of both Democrats and Republicans. The
question that arises then is why would
Senate Democrats potentially imperil
our country’s defense and
security needs by failing to
provide the proper funds? The
underlying reasons for this
withholdment are the various
DACA provisions required
by Democrats in order to pass the budget.
While it is true that a congressional deal that
gives undocumented immigrants a path to
citizenship should stand at the vanguard of
the Senate’s agenda, the need for a secure
border is more imperative to American
interests. A recent poll by Harvard-Harris
revealed that 61% of Americans think that
U.S. border security is inadequate. Adamant
demands made by the Democrats to include
DACA provisions in the budget deal have
held our federal government hostage
and have led to this legislative gridlock.
What is even more interesting is that
this shutdown could have been avoidable,

being neglected by the Democrats in
favor of party politics? The reluctance
of Democrats to pass the budget could
risk the survival of the Children’s Health
Insurance Program (CHIP), which covers
uninsured children whose families’ incomes
are too high to qualify for Medicaid. How
could the Democrats—who have always
insisted on supporting federally subsidized
healthcare—overturn their commitments
to millions of hardworking Americans
because of uncompromising behavior?
Many individuals and businesses rely on
the federal government to guarantee their
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Clouding a Solar Powered Future
By NINA TROUSDALE, freshman
ON JANUARY 22, 2018, the US government
imposed a 30% tariff on imported solar
panels. This tariff will drop to 25% in
2019, 20% in 2020, and 15% in 2021 before
being eliminated in 2022. The tariff was
initially implemented to protect American
companies from foreign competitors such
as China, the source of 80% of US solar
panels. The Chinese government is also
financing the US government, allowing
China to unload solar panels on Americans
for prices lower than the cost to produce
them. Although the solar tariff intends to
protect US companies, it will ultimately hurt
American consumers and the solar panel
installation industry instead while doing
minimal damage to Chinese companies.
The decision to impose the solar
tariff was petitioned by Suniva and
SolarWorld (two companies that used to
manufacture panels in America) to the
US International Trade Commision.
They claimed that Chinese companies
were receiving government support
and were thus able to dump panels
in America below the manufacturing
cost. Ironically, the companies influencing
American legislation are not even American;
Suniva is Chinese-owned and SolarWorld
is German-owned. Thus, even though the
objective of this tariff is to bar foreign
competitors, these countries still have a
major hand in the American solar industry.
Proponents of the tariff claim that
companies that manufacture solar panels in
the US may receive a short-term boost if
installers buy from domestic manufacturers
unaffected by the tariff; however, this is
doubtful, as the companies that install

panels are unlikely to change their suppliers
with the tariffs being temporary. It requires
time to train workers, and the savings
may not justify this costly investment in
training and servicing multiple brands of
panels. Moreover, because this legislation
was expected, some installation companies
have already imported about six months
of supplies in advance and thus will not be
affected for some of the tariff ’s duration.
The reality is that US companies are not
likely to create new factories or
hire
additional
employees
as a result
of
the

homeowners, effectively creating an
additional tax on citizens who are trying
to be environmentally friendly. According
to Bloomberg News, a 30% increase in the
cost of panels causes a 3-10% rise in the
cost of buying a system for your home.
Hopefully, this will not be enough to deter
homeowners from installing solar panels,
which help to reduce carbon emissions.
In addition to making environmental
progress more difficult, the tariff is likely
to jeopardize American innovation. Various
American companies involved in the research
of solar technology
manufacture their
panels in other

tariff.
In
order for the
solar tariff to be
successful, it would need to be a permanent
50% tax rate instead of a four-year 30% tax.
Although the purpose of the tariff is
to tax foreign manufactured panels, the
tariff will ultimately result in a monetary
toll on American consumers. The cost
of solar panels is only a fraction of the
cost to a homeowner buying a system
because financing, installation, sales, and
marketing also have to be considered.
The tariff will result in higher costs for

countries, making
them
susceptible
to the taxes imposed
by a tariff. Furthermore, there is a high
probability that the president’s solar tariff
will destroy more jobs than it contributes
to the American economy. According to
Politifact, 373,000 US workers and employees
were employed in the solar power industry in
2016, but the vast majority of these workers
were involved in the sale and installation
of panels. Fewer than 8,000 people were
employed in the actual manufacturing of

solar panels. Since few American companies
produce panels, imposing a tariff on the
production of panels will not benefit most
American industries. Rather than promoting
the growth of companies, a tariff will
stunt them—and consequently the number
of American jobs in the solar industry.
One potentially positive aspect of the
legislation is the message that it sends
to China about future US legislation. A
Chinese company has already announced
that it will start to produce solar panels in
the US. This is an important first step for
America, as Chinese companies involved
in other industries have begun to look for
opportunities to move production and
manufacturing here. Our government has
also accused China of dumping steel into
the United States and of maintaining an
artificially low exchange rate to further
aid these exports. Although these claims
may just be false political rhetoric, there
is a possibility that they might lead to
additional actions that will actually
penalize China. Yet there is a lot of risk
in starting a trade war with a country that
provides a substantial market for many
American companies and that finances a
considerable amount of US debt; if China
retaliates, it could have serious negative
repercussions on the entire US economy.
At the surface level, Trump’s tariff is
supposed to prevent foreign involvement in
our solar industries, but in reality it will raise
the cost of solar panels, destroy American
jobs, slow down American innovation in the
solar panel industry, and potentially start
a trade war with China. The solar tariff ’s
so-called “benefits” are only superficial,
and when all is said and done, this plan
will not accomplish what it claims to.

We Stand with Parkland
By THE EDITORS-IN-CHIEF
WHILE THERE HAVE been many perhaps
cynical responses claiming that the uproar
surrounding the Parkland shooting will not
actually change America’s response to gun
violence, at least at JP Stevens, there have
been noticeable changes concerning security
from school shooters. Even as a student
walking the halls, one can see the differences
that have taken place: in the past few weeks,
there has been an increase in guards roaming
the halls and remaining after school to ensure
the safety of students. There have been
signs
instructing
students not
to open side
doors or back
exits, not
to return
back to
class but
to
stay

inside the
stalls if
stuck in a
bathroom
during a
lockdown.
There has
even been a
decrease in
the number of
doors that remain
unlocked, both in
the morning and
throughout the
school day. With

all of these rather immediate changes, it
would be impossible to say that JP is doing
nothing, or that it is ignoring the situation
at hand. However, while these short-term
changes have definitely made many feel
safer, there is an impractical element to some
of them in that they have made travel during
the school day more inefficient, sometimes
with seemingly little payoff.
The decrease in entrances, for example,
have the right intentions but the wrong
applications. At a school like JP where
overcrowding is already a severe problem, to
have the cafeteria and A-wing doors locked
during passing means to
block off one of the most
important
and
widely-utilized
passageways.
In
terms
of
the
actualities of
this change,
the locked
doors have
created daily
blockades and
congestion—
arguably creating
another danger
that the school will end up
having to address anyway. The
signs that have been hung up in
the bathrooms have definitely prompted
a positive result, as more students have
become further aware of safety procedures
in any situation during the school day.
However, the posters taped to the exits
warning against letting people inside have
not necessarily had the same effect, as
students will likely still hold the door open
for others. The issue with these exits is
that they cannot be objectively sealed up or
blocked off forever; a more fitting reform

might be placing guards by the most pressing
exits—such as those by the cafeteria and the
A-wing—and having these guards check
for student IDs. Even if this were to slow
down transit, it would certainly not curtail
it completely. Moreover, this would still
decrease the potential for an outsider to try
to get in through one of these doors.
It has been a bit more reassuring for
students to know that they are in prudent
hands with the administration. The school’s
efforts to create new committees and teams,
as well as to hold further discussions about
long-term plans, all show the determined
level-headedness with which JP is
approaching this national issue. However,
several problems still remain: the sudden
changes that have occurred in the past
month seem to provoke the idea in many
students’ minds that this is the furthest JP
will go in terms of school security reforms.
Even if the energy we have seen thus far
persists, there is a limit to how much JP
can do without running up against national
legislature itself.
And this limit is quickly approaching.
At the end of the day, a closed classroom
door, warning signs plastered throughout
the school, or even a decrease in the number
of entrances into the building will not stop
an active shooter. Someone with a weapon
as dangerous as an AR-15 can easily shoot
through a classroom door with little to no
effort. In order to combat the excessive use
of guns, the nation needs gun regulation.
A 19-year-old who posted material that
law enforcement officials are now calling
“very, very disturbing” should not be able
to obtain a semi-automatic weapon legally.
While JP—and every school throughout
the nation—is attempting to address this
issue and ensure that its students and staff
are safe within its perimeters, its efforts
will only go so far. We cannot fix a gaping

wound with a few band-aids.
We are not asking for a total ban on guns.
In a nation as polarized as the US, that is
a near impossible goal. But it should not
be that easy for anyone to obtain a gun.
Measures—like psychological tests— need
to be taken to ensure that those who acquire
gun licenses are responsible and mentally
stable enough to do so. There comes a point
where the safety of many overrule the right
of a few, and we are reaching that point. We
live in a state with some of the strictest gun
regulations, and these regulations need to be
administered on a national level: laws should
require psychological screening to confirm
that those who are armed with firearms do
not pose as threats to either themselves or
others. The loopholes within the gun issue
also have to be addressed and rectified. For
instance, although New Jersey has such
strict gun laws and bans the sale of assault
weapons for those of any age, a resident can
go to any neighboring state like Pennsylvania
that doesn’t have a similar ban to purchase
an assault weapon. The only way to ensure
the end of these loopholes is national gun
control.
After hearing about the Parkland shooting,
we—two seniors at JP—weren’t shocked.
Just six years ago, a gunman opened fire in
an elementary school and killed five and
six-year-old children, and even that wasn’t
enough to spur congressional action. But
now that we see our generation standing
up and fighting for a limit on the Second
Amendment and we have grown optimistic.
History has proven the power of youth
culture and when we see young advocates
like Emma Gonzalez, who have taken their
traumatic experience and used it as an avenue
for social change, we are inspired to do the
same.
We stand with Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School in their fight for gun regulation.
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Axe the Tax
By REBECCA FANG, sophomore
DIANA D’SOUZA, junior
DANIEL ZHAN, senior
SOCIETY EXPECTS a lot from women. Be
it expectations of appearance or personality,
women are often held to idealistic but
unrealistic standards. Take, for example,
the infamous gender pay gap. Women on
average earn 21% less than men, or an
outraging 79 cents to every dollar, according
to the Institute for Women’s Policy
Research. But no where else is this injustice
more relevant than the tampon tax, a price
women have to pay for feminine hygiene
products (which include tampons, pads, and
other comparable products) that are viewed
as “luxury” items. Now, most states impose
sales taxes but exclude certain “necessities”
—things like groceries, medical items, and
agricultural supplies. Why aren’t feminine
hygiene products included on that list?
Menstruation is a natural, uncontrollable
process, and according to the Association of
Reproductive Health Professionals, women
today have an average of 450 periods in their
lifetime. That is equivalent to about 38 years.
But in California alone, women pay about
$7 a month for feminine hygiene products,
adding up to over $20 million in taxes a year,

according to the Washington Post. Given the
fact that these items are evidently necessary
for the well-being of women in modern day
society, this tax wholly defies previous trends
of taxation exemptions on necessary items
and creates further injustices against women
in general, thus necessitating its removal.
The tax, when combined with the
massive gender wage gap and discriminatory
employment practices in the workplace,
makes it even more difficult for women to
live financially independent and unreliant
on men in the world today. These added
expenses can be especially difficult for
women in poverty, especially because they
make less than the federal poverty threshold,
which is about $12,000 for one person. In
2014, 16% of women in the US and 31% of
single parent households without a husband
lived in poverty. If just putting food on
the table is difficult enough for women in
poverty, why should they have to pay even
more for feminine hygiene products? And
if groceries and food stamp purchases can
be tax exempt, why shouldn’t these products
be as well? Feminine hygiene products are
not a privilege but a necessity and should
be treated accordingly. Implementing such a
tax is akin to taxing the existence of women,
which itself presents an extreme moral issue.

Supporters of this insidious tax cite that
without it, state revenue would decrease
dramatically. They also state that creating
a tax break means having to make it up
somewhere else. While this is true, there
are many ways that the difference could
be made up. As stated in the Los Angeles
Times, the tax could be substituted by a
tax on unnecessary items such as sodas or
chips, which are not only unnecessary but
also detrimental to the health on consumers,
or by closing tax loopholes. (An example
of which is the tax on newspapers. Because
magazines are not classified as newspapers,
they are not subjected to the tax.) Critics also
bring up reusable feminine hygiene products
which only have to be replaced every year
and cost about three times less annually
than disposable products. However, such
products are still taxed as luxury goods,
even though they are cheaper in the long
run. Such a tax biases women towards other
methods of dealing with menstruation,
forcing those who cannot afford to pay
such a tax to consider options that they
may not be comfortable with. Thus,
given that this tax has no reason to exist
and can easily be replaced by other taxes,
there is no justification for its existence.
Luckily for us, New Jersey does not

A No-Go for Amazon Go
By SHIVI JINDAL, freshman
WANT TO SHOP at a store with no checkout,
no lines, and no wait? Just recently, people
waited their turn to experience this oneof-a-kind smart store shopping experience.
Located at Amazon headquarters in
Seattle, Amazon Go is a 1800-square foot
contemporary retail store, with methodically
laid-out sections of refreshments, meals,
and other confections. Customers can just
present a smartphone with the Amazon Go
App, grab their groceries, and leave the store
immediately, without the hassle of waiting in
a checkout line to buy goods. A few minutes
later, the app provides a digital receipt, and
customers are automatically charged for
their purchases. What is unique about the
store is that it is almost completely run by
technology, nearly eliminating any need for
human employees. Instead, cameras are
tucked into the ceilings and sensors speckle
the shelves. These devices track a customer
from the moment they enter the store to
the moment they scan out, recording every
item that is lifted from or returned to a shelf.
Although the innovative Amazon Go
Store is extremely advanced in terms of
technology and seems convenient for
many customers, this computer-intensive
experience is also very invasive, as it tracks
every single movement of a person during
their time in the store. Many people
feel that this is not only an intrusion
of consumer privacy, but that further
development and implementation of such
stores will lead to job losses. Coupled
with factors such as limited entry to only
those who own smartphones and the
possibility of system crashes, it is evident
that stores cannot solely rely on technology.
Introducing a system managed solely by
these data processing automatons has serious
ramifications for retail staffing. According to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, out of the
8.8 million people in the United States who
work in retail sales, approximately 3,555,500
employees work as cashiers, making the
occupation the second most common job in
the United States. In fact, cashiers account
for 2.5% of all jobs in the country. While the
automated supermarket revolution would
open up numerous jobs for employees
that are needed to maintain and develop
technology within stores—machine learning

scientists and software development
engineers—the loss of cashiers, retail
associates, and other conventional sales
jobs would drastically offset the number of
jobs opened up in technology management.
Although Amazon’s claim that they are
“creating jobs” is true, the company often
forgets to mention the millions of workers
who are losing their jobs at the expense of
creating other openings in the workforce.
The harsh implications of Amazon Go
in the workplace are apparent, and in a
world where information lies at the tips
of our fingers with just a quick Google
search, Amazon Go and other advances in
e-commerce will push us to a new level of
detachment from the real world; shopping
in a computer-run room will take away the
social aspect of shopping. The days

Furthermore, while Amazon Go is
meant to be a convenience store, is it really
convenient? Older people often find modern
technology difficult to navigate through,
causing technology to be a barricade for
many. Although shopping at Amazon Go
does not involve much interaction with
technology, it is necessary to be registered
with an Amazon Go account, which
requires a smartphone. The fact that many
people, especially those who are not tech
savvy or even those who simply cannot
afford it, do not own a smartphone limits
a significant amount of potential shoppers

where you used to shop with your friends at
the mall and your parents at the grocery store
will become distant memories of the past,
replaced by a world run by manufacturing
titans. We created robots with the intent
of making human jobs more efficient.
However, the demand for automated
technology will only continue to increase,
until our reliance reaches a threshold and
those roles switch: humans will become
the ones helping machines execute menial
tasks. We are quickly approaching that
threshold. Our world is already becoming
increasingly antisocial, spurred by the
recent surge in online shopping. Amazon
Go’s incorporation of technology in
stores will only remove the interactive
aspect of shopping, further depriving
people of yet another social experience.

from gaining access and benefits from such
services. Admittedly, the Pew Research
Center reported in 2017 that about 77%
of Americans now own a smartphone. But
what about the other 23%? The requirement
for customers to own smartphones and
bank accounts would induce a segregated
experience that is limited to only those
with a steadfast grasp on technology usage.
While several may also contend that
technology would profoundly reduce the
risk of shoplifting and thievery, technology
is not always reliable. A minor glitch, such as
a power outage or the failure of sensors and
cameras, would cause the whole system to
become inoperable. If the store is shut down
for a substantial period of time, it could cause
significant monetary losses. Additionally, in
some cases, cameras may fail to differentiate
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have a tax on female hygiene products.
But New Jersey is one of only five states
(Pennsylvania, Maryland, Massachusetts,
and Minnesota are among the others) in the
United States that exempt such taxes. Only a
few states in the US view feminine hygiene
products as subject to tax exemption and
thus as necessities. Consequently, women in
45 out of the 50 states—regardless of their
socioeconomic status—have to pay not only
for the products themselves but also the tax
value, making the purchase of a necessity a
burden on women, especially those under
the poverty line. And unfortunately, change
could be slow in coming. In South Africa,
Parliament fought over whether or not
to remove VAT (value-added tax) from
feminine hygiene items. California Governor
Jerry Brown rejected a bill that would have
eliminated the tax, as well as that on childcare
items like diapers. Despite the fact that over
320,000 people have signed a Change.org
petition in hopes of putting an end to the
dreaded tax, women’s issues are still being
influenced by power hungry political leaders
scraping for a couple extra dollars rather than
reflecting the popular majority’s opinion.
In the end, are the dignity and health of
women worth the revenue that the unfair
“tampon tax” brings in? We don’t believe so.

between two people with similar body types
shopping in close proximity to each other,
and mistake one customer’s purchases for
another’s. Sensors may also fail to recognize
if an item is removed from one shelf and
placed on another. Moreover, a system
breach or hack could result in the leakage of
customers’ personal information. It is clear
that management has only figured out the
details at the very surface level; there is still
a long way to go before the core issues of
security, safety, and privacy are addressed.
While the concept of human-independent
stores like Amazon Go is unique, the
idea must be fine-tuned in order to have
practical purposes. In order for it to benefit
the general population, it is imperative
that more suggestions are heard and acted
upon so that these smart stores can be
successful. Hopefully, in the near future, new
developments will lead to a smart store that
works efficiently, allows all people to feel
comfortable using this store, keeps people
from losing their jobs, and also does not
overlook the social aspect of shopping. As of
now, Amazon Go is going nowhere just yet.

JP Stevens Survey
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Punny Isn’t Funny
By STEPHANIE BEHAN, junior
PUNS—CLEVER PLAYS on the potentially
different meanings of words—have
managed to weasel their way into everything.
From Odyssey of the Mind scripts to
English classrooms, nothing is safe from the
reach of these dangerous toxins. However,
the question arises: are puns clever and
funny, or are they just cringeworthy?
The very first pun ever recorded was, of
course, by a s-pun-ky caveman asking his
friend if he wanted to go clubbing. The
legend ends with the first caveman getting
clubbed in the head as a pun-ishment for his
poor attempt at a joke. Since then, people
have only gotten boulder, digging up puns to
“comedically” link any two subjects. In fact,
puns became so widespread that they were
actually being taken for granite and widely
adopted as a common colloquial occurrence.
Nonetheless, even back then, puns were a
Tyrannosaurus wreck, eliciting laughter only
from sympathizing or delusional individuals.
Clearly, being punny has never been, is not,
nor will ever be funny.
Often, people put way too much effort
into making puns. I mean, how many dull
money puns have we heard that don’t make
any cents and fail to change the mood? Or
yoga puns that are so much of a stretch that
we lose our a tension? The worst of all of
these, as everybody nose, would have to be
puns related to smells; I’ve heard so many
puns about the smell of flowers that just
haven’t rose to the occasion. It’s honestly
such a re-leaf to see people close their tu-lips
instead of making a regrettable pun.
It’s also important to shine some light on
the issue of candle puns, which are not as lit
nor as scentsational as people tend to think.
At the end of the day, trying to come up with
a clever pun (as if there is such a thing as
one) is simply a waste of time and thought.
Taking a minute to ponder about words for a
good pun is just plain clockward. Simply put,
hour society is just alarmed if there’s a pun
in every sentence. If you ever start to think

that puns are cool, stop, because they’re
really just calendirt.
Some deranged people have this
backwards notion that using puns often in
their speech makes a person seem smarter.
However, they are grossly mistaken. Puns
are like bananas; they’re unappeeling, and
the people who say them out loud are a pain
in the potassium. Additionally, there are
people who not only expresso themselves
by making coffee puns but also believe
that these are some kind of brewtiful art
form! There’s an acceptable reason that
scoundrels like these are hated a latte by the
public. What’s even more annoying is that
these people only want to taco ‘bout how
much their puns deserve a bravacado. These
encounters are guacward because discussing
puns is nacho problem.
Also, pun-makers tend to be the
most arrogant and hot-headed people in
existence. They constantly claim that their
puns are fire, but we all know that’s hotly
debated. They make assertions that their
camping puns are in-tents, but they’re
honestly polarizing and almost unbearable.
These pun-makers are always lion about
their koalifications, claiming to be a-mooseing when they’re actually toadally not.
Evidently, making puns can giraffe a wedge
between you and your friends, ruining all of
your relationsheeps and leaving you owl by
yourself.
Essentially, they’re computerly useless
and rather keyboring. Tech-nically, if you
think making puns are satellight-work, you
could have some fun, but most people
are turned off-line by them. Even if
you’re at the laptop of the social pyramid,
using puns will still Google Drive all your
e-male and fe-mail friends away. It’s like
having a photographic memory but never
developing it; plus, sitting around trying to
think of puns is the leading cause in getting
polaroids. Honestly, wire people still using
them anyway?
Well let’s a-dress the issue and in-vestigate the reasons why. Some people glove

that puns are unique and fun, but when these
jokes are met with boo-tiques, it’s clearly
evident that puns don’t bowtie anything
together.
People who decide to invest all of their
time making puns probably have imaginary
friends—the sine of a much bigger problem
which often has no solution. They often
have irrational logic and might have trouble
adding together multiple ideas because they
only look at the situation from one angle. For
example, they are unclear of how to divide
their time productively and fail to realize the
potentially harmful consequences that this
might have on their future.
The bottom line remains that puns usually
fall flat, are not natural, and definitely not
note-worthy. Real humor needs to be sharp,
not treble-causing like bad puns. In fact,
those who make bad puns should just be
put under a-rest. If you ever find yourself
making these puns, you should ask yourself,
“Choir you doing this?” because that will
pull you back into reality. You have to go
Bach and realize that some people just can’t
Handel puns. The more you continue, the
more everyone will just be Hadyn. And
if you don’t realize this, well, maybe
you should just allegro up.
Puns really bug people, and if they
continue to exist in the future, they
would bee a problem. No one thinks
they’re fly, in fact, most people just
ask butterwhy? Speaking of butter,
puns just aren’t condimeant to be
funny. They’re soy lame and something you
donut have to do. When puns are said out
loud, they’re met with responses like “These
puns are bacon me crazy!” or “Those puns
are tortellini not my jam!” or even “I hate
puns from my head tomatoes!”
When the ancient spice traders sailed
across the globe, they were all about business.
If you started negotiations with a “season’s
greetings!”, you were sure to get shut down
and sent back home. Though some believed
that puns could spice up their deals, the real
traders knew that it would be a waste of

thyme and it would be much better to just
curry on with business. Forcing puns on
people can be considered a form of a-salt,
and if you don’t want to miss out on doing
business in the real world, I recommend
avoiding puns altogether.
At the end of the day, it’s wisest to steer
clear from this terrible disease. Puns aren’t
humerus; they are cornea and deserve to
be put under (cardiac) arrest. Puns had
nothing to offer the Stone Age communities
and spice traders, and they have nothing
to offer this modern day society. Puns
kill the conversation and cause the loss
of friends—thus using them is simply a
grave mistake. It is not too late to stop this
horrible affliction from spreading: with the
proper guidance, you can have the power
to put an end to this madness. So please,
do a favor to society and to yourself by
putting all of those useless puns to rest; I
can assure you that they will not be missed.

The Five Stages of Grief—JP Style
By SARANSH SAINI, sophomore
IN 1969,
Elisabeth
Kübler-Ross
introduced her five stages of grief, which
soon became one of the world’s most
widely accepted social theories regarding
cognitive psychology. I, a well-informed
high school student at John P. Stevens High
School, have postulated a similar five stage
model, except mine focuses on a much more
intense, impactful topic: the many moments
of grief at JP. How could I, a high school
student with no prior psychiatric experience,
formulate a model akin to one that took years
of research by an experienced psychiatrist
with a college degree? Well, I could try to
explain such a complicated matter to you,
and give a detailed overview of the hundreds
of milliseconds I have spent hunched over
my laptop, reading paragraphs on leading
scientific websites like Wikipedia and
coolmath-games.com. Unfortunately, that
would take too much time, and I’m afraid
that a layman such as yourself could not even
begin to comprehend my extensive research.
For such reasons, I believe it is acceptable for
me to delve into my social theory, without
any background of my previous scientific
and mathematical endeavors.
The first stage in grief, denial, is often the
most common and hurtful stage. Denial is a
coping mechanism used to postpone facing
reality; the same holds true within our school.
Imagine you enter your math classroom one
day, and hear the words you so often love
to hear from your teacher: “I’ll be handing
your tests back today.” Ah, of course—yet

another reason to give yourself a pat on the
back, being the high achiever that you are.
Then, you get your test back. Your heart
sinks, you feel weird—this doesn’t make any
sense. Now, the definition of a “bad” grade
may differ from student to student, but
regardless, this dreadful feeling remains the
same. “No way I got that!” you tell yourself.
“There’s no way I messed up this badly.”
Judging by the big numbers in red ink at the
top of your paper, clearly something has
gone wrong. Is it your fault though? No! Of
course not. How could it be? You just don’t
get grades like that. In truth, your teacher is
not out to get you, and the grade was your
fault. You’re not willing to admit that yet.
After some time, some sleep, and some ice
cream, the pain will gradually go away, and
you’ll realize that you caused your own grief.
Once you realize this, it’s time to mosey on
over to the next stage: anger.
When it comes to grades, there isn’t much
you can really get angry at. Even the most
dim-witted of humans will tell you that dropkicking your textbook out of frustration
probably won’t help your case. Anger does,
however, manifest in other moments at
JP. Take, for example, the countless times
you’ve stood at the snack line at lunch,
waited entire minutes, held yourself up
with your own two legs only to find that
the cafeteria worker has closed up shop and
your dream of eating a funnel cake that day
has been brutally murdered and tossed into
a river. In such situations, I have witnessed
students fearlessly breach the doors of the
snack counter and curb check their own

friends in order to get the last cake or churro.
By the time the SWAT team and FBI show
up, it’s already too late. Confectioners sugar,
Snapple, and cookie crumbs litter the scene,
incriminating the guilty student. I advise you
to never end up in such a state. Stay strong,
until the next stage kicks in.
The most significant skill that every parent
hopes to instill in their child is bargaining.
In the JP Five Stage Model, however,
bargaining takes on a completely different
meaning from its traditional connotation.
Going back to the bad math grade situation
from before, bargaining can truly leave a
student in their most desperate state. “What
if I wrote a five-page essay on the history
of mathematics,” you propose, in vain. Why
oh why, you wonder, can’t you strike a deal
with your teacher to round your 78.3% up
to a 90.5%? For some students, such as
those who care the most or the ones with
the weakest morals, even menial labor would
not be a stretch if it meant a couple extra
points. “I’ll mow your lawn, buy all of your
groceries, cook dinner, and then tuck your
children into bed,” you say. The majority of
teachers would at this point question your
mental stability. A few might be willing to
go along with this plan, but would then be
scared off by potential legal problems in the
future. Whichever the case, even bargaining
will not solve your problems. Will the
next stage help you out of this situation?
Probably not.
The next stage is the most depressing:
depression. As you wallow in your own filth
over the weekend, looking for a reason to

get up and be productive, I hope you realize
something: whatever happened is not the
end of the world. In times of need, things
can seem worse than they truly are. There
is so much more out there. So many Costco
food courts to buy churros from, and so
many other bakeries where you can get that
cookie. So what if the snack counter shutter
was closed right in front of your face? Go
open a new one! (Metaphorically, of course.
By no means am I condoning breaking and
entering.) At this point, why don’t you just
start your own bakeries and snack stands?
You can help all those other students who
had to suffer the wrath of unfortunate
timing and cruel fate. The realization that
depression is never the answer will open
many doors for you, taking you to the best
part of your grieving roller coaster.
After all of this passes, you tell yourself,
“It’s alright! My average is still salvageable.”
Acceptance—the final stage—is the ultimate
and desirable goal. All those thoughts of
desperate denial, unyielding anger, and
clever bargaining have led to this point.
Now that you are done thinking about all
the ways you could have gotten involved in
terrible legal implications due to your anger,
you can finally transcend to the next level of
your life. Sure, some moments were missed,
but other opportunities remain. Being stuck
on one bad day, one bad moment, one bad
decision can cost you all of the future days,
moments, and decisions. So take charge of
your life, my fellow JP compatriots, because
you never know when you’ll be back at the
beginning of this ride again.
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Heard in the Hallways
“Where are the YKYG’s?”
“Does anyone have a laptop charger?”
“Facts.”
“Do you think Head and Shoulders makes a
body wash called knees and toes?”
“OH MY GOSH YOU DROPPED MY
BABY.”
“How do you say ‘depression’ in Spanish?”
“Oh, how the tables have tabled.”
“Out of my way, I could be teaching AP
next year!”
A: “I’m nasty at that Adobe Photoshop.”
B: “Oh nice, can you help me out—”
A: “No, I’m not that nasty.”
“I wonder if there’s a non-violent way to
spray perfume.”
“Do you think if I take my shoes off anyone
will notice?”
“Plugging in values? I’ll plug you in!”
“And that is why you shouldn’t smoke
toothpaste while sleeping.”
“I’m 80% sure you can’t die from walking
into a door.”
“Are you Spotify? Cause I’d go premium for
you.”
“My A in gym is bringing down my GPA.”
“Dude, she made eye contact with my
forehead.”
“Someone ate my chair.”
“I feel like I am already tired tomorrow.”
“There is no fun until 2:31.”
“DONE.”
“You can do differential equations, but you
can’t ask her out?”
“I just asked if you were cold; I didn’t ask for
your whole life story.”

“Girl, you got that resubmit?”
“Isn’t Africa an island?”
A: “I saw you walking home yesterday.”
B: “Oh really, where do you live?”
A: “Edison.”
“Second semester seniors refer to homework
as classwork.”
“And why can’t I dry water?”
“The ‘P’ in potato stands for power.”
“Yo, doctors make mad bank. All the doctors
I know wear Burberry.”
“I declare judicial review unconstitutional.”
“Why dress up as a meme when you’re
already a meme?”
“Hi, um…I have a bird stuck in my wall.”
“If you’re ever fighting a girl, just hit her
with that hemophilia.”
“You know you go to JP when…wait, we
can’t say that anymore.”
“My GPA is so low, it has boots with the
fur.”
“If a baby cow is called a calf, you can call
your lower leg a baby cow.”
“Sorry, I’ve contracted the plague, can’t hang
out tonight.”
A: “You’re toast!”
B: “Oh yeah? You and what toaster?”
“Taking care of a baby is hard, how does my
mom do this?”
“Go back to listening to boy bands.”
“Yeah, I’m a great quitter, it’s one of the few
things I do well.”
“I’m not like superstitious, but I mean, I’m
a little stitious.”
“I used to think I was indecisive, but now
I’m not too sure.”

“Times-New-Roman-twelve it.”
“Words can’t describe how beautiful you are.
But numbers can. 3/10.”
“Did you ever realize, like, oranges come
pre-sliced?”
“I spilled hot tea on my leg—called it TeaPain.”
“https://tinyurl.com/2fcpre6”
A: “Sorry the speaker is so soft, it’s kind of
tired from being used every year.”
B: “Same.”
“It’s okay, all I need to do is get a 232% on
the quarterly.”
“I must be a good song, because I keep
getting played.”
“You have a thick heart, that’s what matters.”
“It ages like a fine Baja-Blast.”
“Man, everyone’s out partying and the only
rush I get is from stealing forks from the
cafeteria.”
“I got 99 problems and 95 of them are due
this week.”
“I wanna get gaggled before I graduate.”
“I’m no AP guy, I’m just a singer in a rock
and roll band.”
“I wish I had a dictionary so I could
understand what you just said.”
A: “Do you want to go shopping today?”
B: “I have a 102 fever; I can’t.”
A: “Oh, I thought you skipped school
because of the physics test.”
“Jinkies! I’ve dropped my MacBook!”
“Have a Wumbo Wednesday!”
“HE THINKS HE’S MY WIFE!”
“I still don’t see the problem with
communism.”

The Cheat Sheet to Cheating
By CHRISTINE NGUYEN, senior
CHEATING. The very notion of it has been
discouraged and shamed by those around us
since our births, especially within a school
setting. You’ve heard it all before: don’t share
answers with anyone! Don’t write formulas
on your eraser! Don’t copy off someone else’s
paper! The orders are routine, repetitive, and
predictable, but understandably so. After
all, if people keep using the same methods,
they can easily be caught through the same
techniques. If caught, the perpetrator may
face severe consequences and even social
condemnation.
But what if you don’t get caught?
Formal education has been around for
hundreds and thousands of years, and
dishonesty has been around for much
longer. As time progresses, and the world
evolves, so must we. If you’re going to
cheat to get to the top of your class, you’re
going to need to use new and unique tricks.
Of course, thinking of less common ideas
takes a lot of brain power and creativity
(which you obviously lack, seeing as to how
you’re resorting to cheating—but that’s a
discussion for another time). Never fear!
As your friend and accomplice, I’ve come
up with a few foolproof, completely, totally,
without-a-doubt original, genius plans to
follow, through which I guarantee that you
will get away with cheating!
Psst! - .... . / .- -. ... .-- . .-. / .. ... / -..
Did you get that? Most likely not. Morse
code is not something the everyday person
understands. It isn’t a typical means of
communication, so most don’t care enough
to learn it. This unfamiliarity, as a result, can
be greatly lucrative for your exploitation:
find a seatmate or two to learn Morse
Code with you! It shouldn’t take too long
to memorize; I mean, what else are you
going to do in the time you’re spending notstudying for your exams? During tests, you
can converse with those nearby through taps
of your fingers against your desk. Amazing!
Without verbal cues, you are able to gain
and give information that will subtly lead
you to success (because, you know, banging

your hand against the table is pretty subtle).
It’s as easy as clack, clack, clack. Your teacher
will be annoyed at the most, but will not
suspect a thing. However, if you get bored
of tapping, or grow tired of your teacher’s
“shut up”s, feel free to go for the more
discreet alternative: flicking the light on and
off to convey your message! Your mental
stability may be questioned, but at least you
are guaranteed a good grade. There’s no limit
to what you can do, .-. .. --. .... - ..--..?
Tattoos are permanent, painful art pieces
that are embedded into your skin. As such,
they require a lot of deliberation as
you probably
want such an
irreversible
decision to be
important.
And what
is
more

meaningful
than a proper
education?
This
strategy is a bit more
expensive than the others, and if you decide
to go with a stick-and-poke, you might end
up giving yourself some sort of infection.
Regardless of its physical repercussions, it’s
an approach that will undoubtedly work:
tattoo your notes onto the insides of your
eyelids! I know, I know; just hear me out.
Sure, it might be a little unconventional,
and sure, it might really, really hurt, but it’s
worth it. Unlike your palm or your arm,
the flesh of your eyelids is not a place your

teacher is going to even consider checking.
You don’t have to sweat over the potential
threat of disciplinary penalties. In fact,
you don’t have to do much at all! Shut
your eyes partially every now and then,
and roll your eyes upward to glance at the
notes. To your instructor, you may look like
you’re dozing off, or perhaps having a mini
seizure; little do they know, you’re really
just getting answers. It’s a flawless plan.
And just think! You won’t have to worry
about covering up your tattoos in the future
because nobody can see them but you!
In pressing situations, soldiers in the
army often turn to a “military crawl”; by
remaining low and close to the ground, they
can better avoid the
madness going
on all around
them, which
could mean
the difference
between life
and
death.
Relying
on
this maneuver,

you,
too, can
save your life
(your
academic
life, that is). Rather
than being on the ground,
though, you would complete
your mission using Strategy Three
in an elevated state. That’s right! In an
air vent, you can crawl about the entire
geography of the building and navigate
yourself toward wherever your test is held.
With an undetectable vantage point, you
can watch on as much as you please as
the students in previous periods take the
exam. From a bird’s eye view, you can see
everything: the smart kid diligently filling
out his Scantron, the slackers doodling on
their papers and staring at the clock, and,
if you’re lucky enough, the answer key
laying sprawled among the teacher’s messy
belongings. Now, it may be difficult to
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A: “Where’d my egg bagel go?!”
B: “What bagel?”
A: “My egg bagel!”
B: “Oh, I ate it.”
“I can’t believe you’ve dissed me on my own
day.”
“You and me, Stick Badminton, right now.”
“Who the heck is soh-cah-toa?”
A: “He’s gonna get Hurt in the Hallway.”
B: “Uh, I think it’s ‘Heard in the Hallway.’”
“The red is color symbolism because it
represents the color red.”
“Is guacamole what you get when you
squeeze an avocado?”
“If I knew it was yours I would’ve stolen it.”
A: “What emotions do you feel when you
play this piece?”
B: “Hatred.”
“I passed a psychopath test—is that ok?”
A: “Do you have a pencil I can borrow?”
B: “No, but I have a soldering iron.”
A: “That’ll work.”
“The grave has been dug…and the
vultures have been circling. But the
rumors of my retirement have been greatly
EXAGGERATED!”
“If you don’t have Flappy Golf by now, I
can’t help you.”
Responses are submitted by the student body.

Hear something funny in school?

Submit it to
jpshawkeye@gmail.com.

discern the exact content of the tests, as
well as what bubbles people are coloring in,
but don’t fret! Using the “state-of-the-art
camera” on your new iPhone X, or maybe
on your trusty MacBook, you can zoom in
and take photos of the papers! After you’ve
somehow managed to remove yourself from
the tiny, cramped confines of the air ducts,
you’ll have pictures to go back and refer to at
your leisure. This strategy, of course, assumes
that your teacher uses the same form for
every class. If she chooses to shake it up and
hand you a different form, it’s okay! All your
efforts weren’t in vain! With all that moving
and squirming, you probably worked out
your core intensely, which is paramount, of
course, to achieve that acclaimed prom body.
Be wary that you might experience periods
of unusually cold or hot temperatures
as you squeeze yourself through the
air vents, but you must be prepared
for everything if you want to succeed.
Cheating, as you can see, can be carried
out in many shapes and forms! You don’t
have to settle for attempting to subtly
whisper to the guy beside you, or typing
every single equation on earth into your
graphing calculator. Instead, try to think
outside of the box! What wouldn’t any
sane and stable person ever attempt to
do? What, practically, would never play
out correctly? Whatever that response is,
it will most likely solve your problems.
As cheating is such a tricky topic, you
yourself have to get tricky—you can’t just
depend on ordinary strategies that every
teacher has seen. And so, to make your
cheating efforts a triumph, you need to get
weird. Come up with stuff nobody thinks
is feasible, and make it happen—remember
that nothing is impossible if you have the
right dedication and willpower! If you want
to get away with cheating, you’ll have to
ponder long and hard about the specifics
of everything. No matter what you choose
to do, cheating will be a tedious, stressful
process. Everything would be much simpler
if you, say, didn’t cheat at all and reviewed
the material like you were supposed to in the
first place; but that’s just too easy, I suppose.

Hidden Treasures at JP
LET’S FACE IT—sometimes, life isn’t the kindest to us. For even the perfectionists out there, things tend to go wrong, especially at the
worst possible moments: forgetting your TI-84 before your make-or-break math quarterly, having water spill in your backpack all over
your polished essay, or watching your binders tumble out of your arms to explode as they hit the hallway floor.
Despite this, it’s times like these that allow us to truly appreciate the hidden gems that we find along the paths of high school.
Though it may seem that we’re just going in circles, we’ll eventually come to treasure the highs and lows of our high school careers.
Take a second to stop and admire some of the many positives that being a high school student has to offer.

Hidden Wonders
By CHRISTOPHER CHENG, freshman
IT’S NEVER HARD to get unrested, sleep-deprived, and pressured JP students aggravated. Maybe you got the most difficult prompt for your
history quarterly, or maybe your Genesis is down. Whatever the issue, small things can just put you in a terrible mood. On the contrary, something
small can put a spring in your step for the rest of the day. In a world of widespread stress and anxiety, we need to find solace in little moments
throughout the day that we sometimes are guilty of taking for granted.
Luckily, here at JP, you can always rely on your fellow classmates to help you out when you’re in a pinch. For example, let’s say that you forgot
your calculator at home on the day of your math test. Sobbing uncontrollably, you cannot bring yourself to think about all the time you will waste
solving complex math problems like 4-3 and 2*4 while everyone else whizzes through the problems with the press of a button. Seeing you, your
friend takes pity on your sorry soul and places his $150 TI-84 Plus CE in your hand. He is well aware of the pain that the JP math department
is capable of inflicting, and he actually cares about your already abysmal GPA—until you inevitably drop his precious device on the floor in the
hallways or down the staircases, and you witness the most furious rage in existence.
Sometimes, even the administration takes pity on students. You’re sprinting down the hallways trying to somehow get upstairs to
your locker, put away your backpack, and make it back downstairs to homeroom in approximately two minutes. As time ticks away,
you hear Mr. Smith’s yelling grow louder and louder. , an announcement jolts you from your panicked thoughts.
Ms. Pawlikowski’s distinct voice fills your ears, and you hear something you dearly appreciate: “We have some buses that
are late—please hold all attendance until the end of homeroom.” Triumphant, you stroll into homeroom during the
Pledge of Allegiance with a smug expression and a clear mind. No tardies for you today!
Once in a blue moon, sheer luck comes to save the day (and your GPA). After a night of hard studying, you stumble
into first period, obviously well-rested from the three hours of sleep you managed to achieve. However, instead of the
usual routine, you notice your peers skimming through Sparknotes and fumbling with their MacBooks. Slowly, your sleepdeprived and caffeine-fueled mind starts to put things together: you were supposed to read yesterday! You hear the all-too-familiar
and dreaded “Clear your desks! Get two writing utensils out!” Lost, confused, and most of all terrified, you hopelessly wonder how
you’re going to explain your plummeting grade on Genesis to your parents. , you hear that universal sign of joy and pure ecstasy for students in
schools across America: the fire alarm. Everyone in your class automatically rises from their seats, hiding their grins and smirks. Take that, pop
quiz!
In a school as competitive as JP, it’s pretty easy to get irritable and stressed out by the simplest of things. Just one tiny mistake can rub you the
wrong way and leave a bad mark on your entire day, leading to even more stress and anxiety. For the sake of your sanity, learn to relax, slow down,
and enjoy the little things in life that keep us going—after all, we’ll be here for four years.

Centerfold Design By Wendy Jia

Caught in the Act!
By SAMHITHA SAIBA, junior
EDISON, NJ—In what authorities are calling a disgrace for the history books, local high school student and
noted overachiever John Smith was recently caught performing an extremely indecent and unprecedented act
on school grounds: trying the normal amount.
Just this Monday, first reported around 8:32 a.m. EST, the teenager was spotted walking out of his history
classroom, alarmingly with nothing more than a dot of sweat on his brow and a happy-go-lucky smile on
his face. A period later, he was identified with a number one pencil in his right hand as well as an arrogant,
self-incriminating smirk that clearly bragged, “Yeah, I’m happy with who I am as a person.” It was the
day of a major history test, and the students surrounding him had suffered through a long night of
highlighting, underlining, and scouring the Internet for Quizlets they knew their teachers borrowed
questions from. Smith, however, showed very few signs of trying nearly as hard. In fact, when one
curious bystander investigated the accused’s hands, they found little to no post-test sweat, and no signs
of premature arthritis whatsoever. “It was so soft, like a baby’s bottom,” the bystander reported, his
eyes unfocused and peering at an unknown object in the distance. “I haven’t felt one of those in years.”
Several other bystanders report even more unsettling behaviors by this 17-year-old ruffian. As Smith
happily told anyone who would listen, he had received a full eight hours of sleep the previous night, and
he had sacrificed a precious hour of his life to spend time with “friends” and “family.” (No family members
or friends have stepped up to prove this alibi.) Smith also claimed not to have studied intensely from behind his
MacBook during various periods of the day, or to have obsessed over the assignment to anybody who would listen, or even
to have skimmed Shmoop, let alone Sparknotes.
One of his teachers commented that this may have been the “first time” a student like Smith had created “continuous, genuinely-interested eye contact” with her the entire
period. As an English teacher, she made sure to inform our reporter that her tone was extremely disappointed. The teacher soon turned around dizzily and wandered off to
“reconsider” her “life choices,” mentioning that perhaps being a sanitary engineer was still an option after all.
Before any of this tomfoolery was committed, John Smith was reported to have an excellent record of trying too hard. He was inducted into the Honor Honor Society, ranked
0th in his class, and elected president of the Sucking Up to Teachers Club, which he was proud of founding. He was branded with affectionate nicknames such as “Try Hard,”
“The Cheater’s Messiah,” and “No Prom John.”
The day Smith decided to disrupt the natural order of JP Stevens and try the normal amount, however, his peers quickly turned on him. When interrogated by his
fellow classmates, Smith responded with a carefree answer: “So what? So I didn’t try that hard today. Who has that ever hurt?”
      Medical experts rushed to the site of the act just minutes after the incident and reported that several people were in fact hurt: one student had to
receive corrective jaw surgery for damage caused by dropping his jaw to the ground, and another was forced to pick up pieces of his mind after it had
been blown away. John’s family has yet to comment on the matter, though their faces reveal more than would be expected. Mrs. Smith was spotted leaving
the principal’s office in tears the day after the incident.
    Indeed, trying the normal amount may have long-term, devastating effects on John’s future. His chances of being accepted into an Ivy League college,
curing cancer, and becoming the next Steve Jobs, all of which were totally attainable to him before, now seem near impossible. John’s fate now lies in the
hands of school authorities, who must decide whether he will be reprimanded, expelled, or, worst of all, given a B+ on his assessment.

The Circle of Life
By NATHANIEL MUMAU, junior
HERACLITUS ONCE SAID, “You cannot step in the same river twice.”
However, you can walk around in the same circle at the beginning of gym class a billion times, so we might as well delve deeper into the subject. As
a matter of fact, the day someone decided to combine two of America’s favorite pastimes, walking and circles, will forever mark the beginning of an
intellectual Renaissance. What initially seems like a simple waste of time is actually a brilliant scheme to get students to take part in extensive soul searching
and introspection. However, like any good life lesson, how exactly this is taught may be very obscure and hard to understand. Luckily, as John Locke puts it,
“No man’s knowledge goes beyond his experience,” and trust me, you have plenty of experience.
Let us first examine the act of walking in a circle, a shape symbolic of infinity. Not only could you theoretically walk in a circle before gym class forever
if all the gym teachers forgot their whistles at home, but you could also theoretically think of an infinite amount of better things to do with your time. Alas,
this analysis is only skin deep. If you want to get down to the bone, you have to look within yourself. While circles are infinite, humans are painfully finite,
and as you walk in a circle, you are reminded of your lack of infinity. Your time in this life is limited, and you are spending seconds that will never exist
again wandering in an endless spiral around tiny neon traffic cones. Instead of walking around cones, you should try to spend your time carefully and
wisely—but not until after warm-up stretches start.
While a crushing loneliness may devour your soul from the inside out every single day of your life, you are certainly not alone when you
walk around in a circle during gym. Dozens of other students share the same monotonous fate as you, undoubtedly drawing parallels to
nature. By moving as one limb in a body of students, you and your peers begin to feel like a school of fish. As little guppies all caught in the
stream, you are reminded how the course of life is uncontrollable. The school of fish can only go where the current pushes them, the school
children can only go counter-clockwise around the gym floor, and you can only move forward in life, powerless except to perhaps glance over
your shoulder and trip over yourself once in a while.
You may be thinking, “But even fish can swim in more than one direction. Why should we be so restricted when we are walking around
in circles? What’s wrong with branching out?” For starters, patience: it takes every ounce of patience to not drop out altogether and transfer
yourself to one of those schools where gym class isn’t mandatory, but three servings of pudding at lunch is normal. As philosopher Baruch
Spinoza puts it, “If men were born free, they would form no conception of good and evil.” By trapping you in this cycle of trotting about the
gymnasium, teachers are able to finely tune your moral compass. Goodness comes in the form of the joys of physical exercise… or at least,
walking… or at least, shuffling… or at least, dragging your feet with only slightly more vigor than a cadaver. Evil, on the other hand, would
be running rather than walking. The gym teachers may yell at you if you decide to sprint around the room like a blazing lunatic while your
buddy chases you, but that’s only because they want to remind you not to go so fast that you miss what is going on around you. Life is
short; stop and smell the roses—or, at least, the gym class equivalent (kids who wear their gym clothes to school and have used the same
chalky stick of deodorant for so long that you wonder whether it can even still be called deodorant).
It is entirely expected that none of these life lessons were evident to you before the reading of this article. Walking in circles
during gym is so hypnotic and comforting that it is quite easy to simply bask in the warmth of unquestioned familiarity and
monotony. Yet, if you had continued to languish in this way, ignorant of life blazing around you, you would miss all of
the deeply moral and philosophical dilemmas you would have never been able to resolve. Is patience a virtue? Is my time
valuable? One day, you’ll graduate high school, and the numerous days after that may be filled with eternal internal turmoil.
Do not fear confrontation of the self. Just think back to gym class; think back to walking around in that circle, and lo and
behold, the answers shall lay in your very hands.
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Parkland, contd.
environment, especially in hotter months
when there is minimal air circulation.
“By telling us to keep our doors closed, the
district can say it’s doing something,” said Ms.
Lumsden. “I’m not sure if what it’s protecting
us from is worth the distraction it’s posing.”
The school has already been administering
monthly fire and lockdown drills and will
continue this. It might, however, conduct
drills at less convenient times, like during
passing or before the end of a period.
Teachers also reiterated lockdown
procedures in each class. While this was
meant to show the importance of following
the procedures set by the administration,
many students felt that the reiteration
lessened the gravity of the situation at hand.
“It initially increased awareness and
did make students take into consideration
these safety measures,” said senior Eric Li.
“However, as I looked across the classroom
throughout the day, with fading interest
came fading consideration for the measures.”
Although JP has already implemented
changes, many parents still want to see
more measures taken, like the installment
of metal detectors. While the teachers
that were interviewed did see why that
was considered a viable option, they also
saw the downfalls associated with it.
“The issue with most shootings isn’t that
someone necessarily smuggled a gun in but
they came in shooting,” said Mr. Boufford. “So
even if you have a metal detector, if someone
comes in shooting, they come in shooting.”
While metal detectors might be
helpful and even necessary, securing our
perimeters is the most beneficial and
probable form of security, and I think
we’re doing that already, said Mr. Jones.
Another extreme measure that wasn’t

mentioned by Edison parents but by
President Trump was to arm teachers on a
voluntary basis. The majority of the teachers
interviewed were against this idea, with many
emphasizing the numerous possible risks.
“If a person pulls that trigger, they can
easily miss and hit an innocent bystander,”
said Mr. Hrevnak. “Even trained officers
hit their target less than 20% of the time.”
There is also emotional trauma
associated with gun use; most people who
have been in a situation with a gun avoid
talking about it because it is so traumatic,
and the majority of our staff are not
ready to handle that, said Mr. Martinak.
A few teachers, however, have been open
to arming school staff with guns. They, who
wished to remain anonymous, supported
a discussion of arming professionally
trained and certified school teachers.
Following the Parkland shooting, students
across the nation have planned school
walkouts to protest the lack of Congressional
action regarding gun control, and there
is speculation of a walkout at JP in April.
“You have young adults who are
fighting for their safety and for change,”
said Ms. Achiron. “They’re not being
hyperbolic, and I think that matters as well.”
The last time that student action of
this magnitude was seen was during the
Civil Rights Movement, so this reaction
is incredible, said Ms. Brandstetter.
This reaction has been a source of
optimism for many and acts as a reminder
that anyone has the power to propel change.
“If anyone reading this feels that
they don’t have a voice or they can’t do
anything, they’re wrong,” said senior Diya
Balaji. “You will never not have a voice
and it’s important that you utilize it.”
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Battle of the Brains
By SNEHA BHATTACHARYA, freshman
THE JPS SCIENCE OLYMPIAD team’s hard
work and rigorous studying paid off at the
Princeton University Science Olympiad
Invitational held on February 10.
The team was formed in September
through a highly selective application
process. Each applicant first entered a
screening process; students could only
proceed to the second stage after their
grades, science and mathematics course load,
and prior experience in science activities
were reviewed. Students then chose a
maximum of three events to test for and had
the option to test in three kinds of events:
build, lab, and test. Based on their scores in
comparison to the other applicants, students
were chosen for the Alpha or Beta team. The
Alpha team of each event consists of a pair
of the two highest-scoring students, while
the Beta team is made up of the third and
fourth highest-scoring students.
Prior to their endeavor at Princeton
University, the JP Stevens Science Olympiad
team competed in the New Jersey Regional
Tournament at Union County College on
January 9. JP Stevens broke their own school
record; the team received its best overall team
score in history, and medaled in each of the
13 events, placing first in the Anatomy and
Physiology, Disease Detectives, Forensics,
and Mousetrap Vehicle events. Similar
placements in several other events aided the
JPS team in placing second overall out of
the 25 participating schools.
After their success at regionals, the
team began working in preparation for the
Princeton Invitational; members prepared
through biweekly meetings, weekly practice
testing, and independent studying.

On competition day, members tested
in various classrooms across six different
time sessions and competed against sixty
teams from all over the nation. At the end
of testing, the team placed sixth in the
Anatomy and Physiology, Astronomy, and
Ecology events.
“Although there are a lot of things we
can improve on, our team knows we have
the potential to place better amongst other
schools, and we are looking forward to
improving for the next tournament,” said
executive board member and junior Kylen
Bao. “Although invitationals do not help
our team in advancing to the national
competition, they do give us an opportunity
to compete against prestigious schools all
over the country.”
With the results of the regional
tournament and the Princeton Invitational,
the JP Stevens Science Olympiad team
continues to work hard toward the state
tournament on March 14.
“Our success at the regional tournament
motivated us to do the best we could at
Princeton Invitational,” said freshman
Abhinav Vayyeti, a member of this year’s
Beta team. “Although the results of the
invitational have shown us that the team can
improve on certain aspects of competitions,
it was a great way to gain experience under
pressure. I think we are all more prepared as
we look towards the state tournament.”
When describing the performance of
the JPS team, Ms. Gumina, one of the club
advisors, said, “It was great to see that the
team has the ability to compete against
schools that we normally wouldn’t compete
with, like schools from California and Florida
that were at the Princeton Invitational; I’m
excited to see what this year has in store.”
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A Wintery Melody
By ERIN PARK, junior
ON FEBRUARY 14, the JP Stevens band
program held its annual Winter Concert,
showcasing the hard work and dedication of
the band students.
The night started off with the Symphonic
Band, the largest concert band group of the
program. Made up of a variety of students
ranging from sophomores to seniors and
under the direction of Mr. Zazzali, the
Symphonic Band began with its first song of
the night. It was a piece entitled “Benjamin
Franklin & the Art of Music” by Robert W.
Smith. During this song, several students
created music by using partially full wine
glasses that were tuned meticulously to
different pitches, instead of playing their
typical instruments. The Symphonic Band
followed this piece with “Loch Lomond” by
Frank Ticheli.
The Symphonic Band finally closed with
a lengthier piece, “Variations on a Korean
Folk Song” by John Barnes Chance. As
evident in the title, the band explored various
traditional Korean folk songs, including
“Arirang,” a well-known Korean funeral
song. This technically difficult piece allowed
the band to display its musical versatility.
Following the Symphonic Band, the
Freshman Band began its performance.
In class, both Mr. DeNicola and Mr.
Zazzali conduct the group. The first song,
“Compton Ridge Overture” by David
Gorham, was conducted by Mr. DeNicola.
In the next piece, “Ginger Marmalade”
by Warren Benson, the freshman band
members displayed both their skills and
versatility, as the song had varied entrances
for each section.
“Because different sections don’t come in
together, each and every single member of
the band was forced to know their part inside
and out in order to play at the appropriate
time,” said Mr. Zazzali.
To close the entire night, the Wind
Ensemble came onto the stage under the
direction of Mr. DeNicola. As the most
selective of the concert bands, musicians
must go through an audition process in May
of the preceding year.
The group started off with “Victory
Spirit March” by Warren Barker. The fastpaced march section soon gave way to an
emotional ballad, which then transformed
into an energetic recapitulation. Following
this, the band performed a piece written by
Felix Mendelssohn, a well-known orchestra
composer. This piece, entitled “Overture for
Band, Op. 24,” displayed the talent of the
members of the Wind Ensemble through
the extremely fast and rhythmic parts of
the song. Finally, the group ended with the
true heavy-hitter of the night, “Emblems”
by the renowned composer Aaron Copland.
“Emblems,” the first and only band work
by Copland, incorporates pre-existing tunes
such as “Amazing Grace” to create a national
and impactful style.
For the Wind Ensemble, the Winter
Concert was a place to showcase the
band’s repertoire for the upcoming spring
competition season. Starting in February,
the Wind Ensemble will attend numerous
competitions and galas, performing these
three pieces. The concert acted as a preview
for all of the forthcoming performances,
the most important being the annual State
Gala, which features various competitive
ensembles from New Jersey and will occur
in the beginning of May.
To close the night, Mr. DeNicola and Mr.
Zazzali thanked the parents, school staff,
and music supporters who made the band
program possible. They then mentioned
upcoming band events, most notably the JP
Stevens Jazz Festival, which will feature both
JP Stevens jazz bands and the Kenton Alumni
Big Band. Following these announcements,
the students thanked their band directors for
giving them the opportunity to demonstrate
their hard work.
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A Jovial Time at Juguemos

AARUSHI GOVIL

Seniors Ekaterina Singh and Avani Patel, members of Spanish Honor Society, play Connect Four during Juguemos.
By SRIRAM SRINIVASAN, senior
THE JP STEVENS CAFETERIA featured fun
and games on February 15 for Juguemos, an
annual game night event held by the Spanish
Honor Society.
The occasion brought friends together
for a night of family-style games and other
entertaining activities, as students relaxed
and celebrated the end of the marking period
while engaging in friendly competition.
Attendees engaged in a variety of games
and activities, from Jenga to Battleship to
ping pong. Traditional board games, such as
Sorry and Monopoly, were also available at
the event.
“It was nice to see people having fun with
no stress because of the upcoming four-day
weekend,” said senior and Spanish Honor

MUN, contd.
ILMUNC gave JP delegates the
opportunity to learn about today’s pressing
issues while also gaining exposure to
other cultures and ways of thinking. Some
committees, such as the UN Security Council
and Ad-Hoc Committee of the Secretary
General, simulated crises, while others
tackled social issues, such as world health
and education. No matter what committee
they served on, the delegates were able to
hone their debating and problem-solving
skills while becoming more well-informed
citizens.
“After participating in Model UN for so
many years, I’ve really grown as a speaker
and as a leader,” said senior co-president
Suhav Toteja. “I’ve been fortunate enough
to have gone to so many conferences, and
I’ve learned to adapt my knowledge and
skills differently at each one.”
Currently, JP Stevens is ranked within the
top ten schools in the United States for its
Model United Nations program. At the end
of ILMUNC, JP Stevens was awarded the
coveted title of “Best Large Delegation” out
of all of the participating schools—this was
especially difficult with so many other top
ten schools present at the conference. Many
individual accolades were given out as well;
25 JP members came home with honorable
mentions, Outstanding Delegate awards, or
Best Delegate awards.
The experience of debating at ILMUNC
was extremely rewarding for many JP Model
UN members.
“Even though I’ve been in MUN for
years, nothing can compare to the pride I
felt seeing weeks of research and training
come together at ILMUNC,” said senior
co-president Arjun Jayakumar. “I couldn’t
be happier to lead a team of such talented
individuals, and this particular conference
will always hold a special place in my heart.”

Society board member Priya Bhatt. “During
the event, everyone was genuinely happy,
and that’s what made it a success for us.”
Among the most popular activities at
Juguemos was ping pong, played on the
table as well as on the floor and in the air.
Students also enjoyed playing Twister, a
popular game that requires players to move
into complicated positions, and entertained
themselves with a donut-bobbing game,
where students competed with each other to
see who could eat a donut hanging from a
meter stick first.
For just a $3 ticket at the door, attendees
were provided with pizza, snacks such as
chips and popcorn, drinks, and desserts.
At the conclusion of the event, cookies,
chocolate, and cream puffs were served as a
finish to the pleasant evening.

“I enjoyed catching up with friends and
playing fun games, like table tennis and Uno,
at this seemingly ‘low-key’ but amazing social
event,” said senior Pranavi Parsi, “It was
obvious how much work the Spanish Honor
Society board put into making Juguemos a
great success!”
The Spanish Honor Society Executive
Board spent many hours planning and
preparing for the event. SHS members
volunteered to help set up games in the
cafeteria, to serve food and drinks during the
event, and to clean up after attendees left.
Members of the Spanish Honor Society got
to socialize and and spend time with their
friends, giving them a chance to de-stress
and to engage in friendly games like other
students that night. The joyful atmosphere
made Juguemos another success for SHS.

On the Set: Cry-Baby

AARUSHI GOVIL

The cast members rehearse dance choreography in preparation for the play.
crew, made certain that the play would run
By KRISHNA PATEL, senior
smoothly on opening night.
TO CAPTURE THE SPIRIT of the 1950s
“The biggest challenge for this production
Baltimore teenagers in Cry-Baby, the JPS was building the gazebo, because it had to
Theatre Company began preparation for the be secure and on wheels,” said sophomore
spring musical months in advance.
Alyssa Bova, co-construction head. “Even
Their remake of the Broadway production though it is a lot of work, I love seeing how
focuses on the love story of Allison, played the dedication of the crew transforms an
by senior Diane Cervelli, and Cry-Baby, empty stage into a finished production.”
played by senior Jared Borja.
Collaboration between the different
“This year’s production has aspects from department heads is integral to the process.
all the productions we have done in the past
“I communicate with assistant stage
three years: the movie and musical qualities managers, sound heads, art heads,
of Hairspray, the humor of Urinetown, and a construction heads, light head, set head,
splash of the dancing and rivalry of West Side prop head, and costume head,” said Stage
Story,” said JPS Theatre Company president Manager, senior Emily Lombardi. “To
and senior Gillian Zahn, who plays Wanda maintain organization, I send out emails on
Woodward in the musical.
what is needed for the show and who needs
To ensure that they are well-versed, to be at what rehearsals.”
the actors have shown much dedication,
Although the preparation for Cry-Baby is
rehearsing almost every day after school. The demanding, seeing the effort come to life is
contributions from the 101 people involved, rewarding for everyone. From the memories
including department heads, artists, techies, made to the friendships created, the play’s
set builders, and the rest of the theatre story continues to be told behind the scenes.
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A Noteworthy A Dazzling Dance Marathon
Concert
By AISHNIYA KANDULA, junior

THE JPS ORCHESTRA showcased their

talent for family and friends on February 13.
Preparation for the concert included
setting up red and yellow decorations around
the auditorium to honor the Lunar New
Year. The program included tunes from the
Freshman Orchestra, Concert Orchestra,
and Chamber ensemble under the direction
of Dr. Verdi.
“We normally don’t have an extra winter
concert,” said sophomore Rebecca Fang,
“but it was nice to see all the family and
friends who came out to enjoy the music we
worked hard on.”
The first ensembles were the Freshman
and Concert Orchestras, who played the
Tibetian folk song “Sunshine,” “Fantasia on
a Theme from Thailand” by R. Meyer, and
“Music From La La Land,” by J. Hurwitz.
The final groups to perform were the
Camerada and Chamber groups, who played
an advanced piece called “String Quartet
No. 1 Op. 27” by Edvard Grieg. This tune
included solos by senior Kelly Chen and
junior Danielle Zhao. The show ended with
an exotic song called “Pagodas” by Richard
Meyer, performed by the Camerada group.
“I felt pressure due to the short practice
time and the challenging pieces, but it was
interesting to have a Lunar New Yearthemed concert that allowed us to play a
different style of music,” said junior Tanav
Suman, a bass player in Chamber Orchestra.
At the end of the concert, the students
thanked Dr. Verdi for his effort, especially in
picking greatly varying pieces.
“The concert was a great way to
showcase our progress,” said senior Prateek
Khandelwal. “All the hard work was
obvious—parents and friends were given the
chance to see another winter performance.”

PRIYA BHATT

Participants of the annual FCCLA Dance Marathon join to take a picture.
FCCLA hosted its annual Dance
Marathon, the club’s biggest event of the
year, on February 23.
FCCLA partnered with Rutgers For The
Kids, more commonly known as Rutgers
FTK, to host its Dance Marathon.
In order to prepare for the event, the
FCCLA team divided into committees,
each of which was responsible for different
aspects of the event.
“The preparation for the Dance Marathon
was really a combined effort from our entire
FCCLA chapter,” said senior Nila Aravindan,
FCCLA state officer. “From decorating
the gym to finding donations for the food,
making this amazing event happen was the
collective accomplishment of all those who
came out to support children with cancer.”
The event began with students gathering
in the gym, which was divided into three
different sections: the dance floor, a food
section, and game area.

“I come to the Dance Marathon every
year,” said sophomore Anushka Basu.
“FCCLA takes a really important initiative
each year to help charities, and they do
it through an event that is enjoyable for
students.”
As the marathon came to an end, the
DJ thanked everyone for a great time and
students took pictures against the backdrop
created by the set-up committee before
leaving.
“This was my first time going to the
Dance Marathon,” said junior Avi Sura. “I’m
surprised by how well-organized the whole
event was. I will definitely come back next
year, and I’m pretty sure the turnout will be
even bigger than it was this year.”
The Dance Marathon was an effective
way to intertwine both charity and a night
of fun into one event; the FCCLA team
was thankful to everyone who came out to
support the cause and has high hopes that
next year’s marathon will be even further
improved.

then you also get wanded before you
enter. We, as a very big district, with a lot
of resources, are very behind in this area.”
Many parents spoke against the presence
of guns in school, citing their opposition to
the militarization of places in which students
are meant to feel safe and the fact that the
handguns guards carry are not a match for
the assault weapons used by mass shooters.
“Kids should not be scared to go
to school.” said one resident. “We
can keep guns away from school
without bringing guns into schools.”
When asked about his opinion on the
proposed student walkout to protest gun
violence on April 20, Dr. O’Malley affirmed
his support of students exercising their
First Amendment rights and indicated
that students should coordinate with their
individual principals to arrange the walkout.
“We want this walkout to be a positive
learning experience,” he said. “In no way will
we discipline students for participating in it.”
Many parents also expressed the opinion
that schools should have mental health
screenings or group discussions to identify
high risk students before they become a
threat to their classmates. In response to this,
board member Beth Maroney mentioned
that Edison was the first town in New Jersey
to invite UMDNJ-Rutgers Mental Health
to come in to work with high-risk students.
“Last year, over 300 students in
Edison were identified and treated as
potentially suicidal or homicidal,” Ms.
Maroney said. “All of those tragedies
were prevented because we do have a
pretty effective mental health program.
However, it can always be better: there are
always kids that fall through the cracks.”
To improve the recognition and reporting
of mental health issues, Ian Hockley, the

father of a student killed in the Sandy
Hook shootings, facilitated a workshop this
year from March 6-7 in which New Jersey
educators learn how to teach students
to identify and report peers who may be
in danger of committing a violent act.
To close the meeting, Mr. Shi reassured
parents that their concerns and suggestions
would be taken into consideration during the
meetings of the School Safety Committee,
and that the committee is taking the
issue of school security very seriously.
“No one should ever fear for the safety of
their children in any school. We want to do
anything in our power to make our schools
the safest they can be,” he said.
Noticable changes to improve school
security have already begun in JP.
Immediately after the board meeting, signs
were posted on all outside doors reminding
students to not open the doors to anyone
during school hours. During the meeting,
a JP student mentioned that students are
often unaware of what to do if they are
not in a classroom during a lockdown.
Following this, signs were installed in the
bathrooms that indicated what students
must do if they are in the bathroom during
a lockdown, and teachers were required to
instruct students on what to do during a
lockdown in a variety of situations, such
as when they are in the hallways or in gym.
Additionally, students are no longer allowed
to open classroom doors during class
without a teacher telling them to beforehand.
Other topics discussed at the meeting
include:
- Family and Consumer Sciences students
gave a presentation on the real-world
benefits of various family and consumer
sciences courses, such as Fashion Apparel
and Textiles and Child Development.

By AISLINN VERMA, junior

BOE, contd.
to this committee, either in public
session or by direct communication
with
committee
members.”
Following Mr. Shi, Chief of Police
Thomas Bryan spoke about the protocols set
in his department that are meant to keep the
community safe, developed as a result of the
Columbine shooting. Currently, officers and
members of the SWAT team are deployed
into six districts within Edison to ensure
that there are officers near each school.
As a result of Columbine, the department
protocols also ensure that officers enter
active shooting incidents immediately
rather than waiting for a SWAT team to
assemble. Mr. Byran closed his speech by
reassuring the audience that his department
is always in contact with the Edison Board
of Education to keep its schools safe.
Following Mr. Shi’s and Mr. Bryan’s
speeches, the floor was opened to public
comments. Many teachers, parents, and
students voiced both their concerns
and their suggestions to the board. A
contentious issue was that of whether or
not schools should increase security at
their entrances. Many speakers called for
the installation of metal detectors at school
entrances, the implementation of random
locker checks, and the hiring of armed
guards, such as retired police officers or
military veterans, to be at school entrances
throughout the school day and during
after school activities. Edison resident
Tina Lapelosa suggested that Edison high
schools observe security measures similar
to those of New Brunswick High School.
“They have a security officer at every
door, even through the night during after
school activities.” she said. “At the front
door, there are metal detectors and security
guards checking every person’s bags, and

Varun Das,
contd.
also performed at the Grammy Person of
the Year event in Radio City Music Hall and
the Grammy Nominee Reception in the
famous Ziegfeld Ballroom.
However, the most exciting performance
for Varun was at the Grammy after-party,
where countless celebrities, such as Dave
Chappelle, Trevor Noah, Sam Smith, and
Calvin Harris, gathered after the awards
ceremony. Here, Varun’s music, along with
the Big Band, was listened to not only by
musical masterminds but also by renowned
producers and label owners.
“Performing at the after-party was one
of the most memorable experiences for
me. I got to see many of the celebrities
who I look up to in person,” said Varun.
“Another very memorable aspect of the
Grammy Band experience was being chosen
to walk the red carpet. I was able to see a
few celebrity faces, take lots of pictures near
the gramophone, and get interviewed by
various media outlets. Overall, it was such an
amazing moment for me. I actually grew up
watching the Grammy Awards every year on
television. Being able to witness the action in
person was incredibly special.”
After walking the red carpet, Varun
was also invited to watch the Grammy
Awards and was able to witness a range of
performances from artists of various genres.
“It was absolutely surreal sitting in
Madison Square Garden for the Grammy
Awards,” said Varun. “It definitely is a far
more different experience being in the
same venue as these celebrities than seeing
the awards ceremony back at home on
television. The atmosphere throughout the
arena was completely different from what I
had expected.”
Yet all of the live performances were only
half of the experience. Meeting and working
with the group of talented musicians
and mentors from the Grammy Awards
Big Band was a unique and educational
experience altogether.
“It was a privilege to work with the
people from the Big Band,” said Varun.
“Not only was everyone extremely skilled,
creative, talented, and hardworking, but
they were also some of the most down-toearth and fun people I have ever met and
worked with. I think throughout our time
spent together, we all, despite our specialties
in different instruments, were able to learn
something from one another. Whether it’d
be something about performing individually,
something about playing together, or
something totally unrelated to music, being
around such a diverse and gifted group of
people made this a learning experience.”
The Big Band would not have been able
to perform at the myriad of events if not for
its director.
“The director of the band, Mr. Justin
Dicioccio, has opened my eyes to so many
spiritual aspects of music that I haven’t been
exposed to yet,” said Varun. “He showed me
the importance of the feel and the groove
of music. One thing that will stay with me
forever was his advice to the band: ‘listen
with your heart, and then with your ears!’”
Varun plans on studying music, focusing
specifically on percussion, and pursuing a
career in the music field once he leaves JP
Stevens. His hard work and dedication to
his musical career have brought him great
opportunities, with much more to come.
“I’m extremely grateful to have been
selected as the drummer for the Grammy
band,” said Varun. “Every single aspect of
this experience was beyond rewarding and
fun. However, this is only the beginning, as
I have much more to learn and experience
over the course of my musical career. I look
forward to putting in a great deal of hard
work so I can reach my artistic goals, as well
as keep live music alive!”
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Perfection in PyeongChang
By AVI SURA, junior
THE WINTER OLYMPICS of 1924, held in
Paris, France were the first Winter Games
to ever take place; a total of 44 countries
sent athletes to participate in events such as
boxing, rugby, and swimming. Over the years,
the growing international popularity of the
Olympics has added to the competitiveness,
prestige, and excitement that accompany
the Games. With this year’s opening
ceremony, held on February 9 and including
athletes from 90 different nations, the
23rd Winter Olympic Games had officially
begun in PyeongChang, South Korea. For
the next few weeks, these winter athletes
would take part in the competitive frenzy
of skiing, snowboarding, figure skating,
curling, and more. Filled with historic
moments and fantastic performances,
the 2018 Winter Olympics were nothing
short of a remarkable run for all involved.
In a combined effort to ensure the
event ran smoothly, both the host country
and the International Olympic Committee
(IOC) made vast improvements to the
local infrastructure as well as to the
competition itself. South Korea developed
high-speed rail lines that would allow its
visitors and citizens to travel from Seoul to
PyeongChang in less than an hour. The IOC
itself also increased the event count to make
the 2018 Winter Olympics more enticing
for both the audience and the athletes; with
more alpine skiing, snowboarding, skating,
and curling events this year, the number
of gold medals available was increased
to 102, setting the PyeongChang 2018
Games as the first in history to have more

than 100 medal events. All in all, South
Korea allocated a $13 billion budget in
total for the Games, making sure that they
could provide the best possible experience
for competitors and spectators alike.
But the most prominent and compelling
aspect of any Olympics is surely the sports
competitions—by the end of the
Games, many athletes had
either catapulted to
global prominence
or further solidified
their place among
the many greats.
Representing
Team USA,
the KoreanAmerican
athlete Chloe
Kim became
the youngest
snowboarder to
win an Olympic
gold medal. With a
near-perfect score of
98.25 in a celebratory
final run, Kim finished well
above her competition; silver
medalist Liu Jiayu managed to score an
89.75 on her best run, but came nowhere
near to legitimately challenging the 17-yearold champion. Perhaps the most noticeable
part of her newfound stardom was her
striking resemblance of skill and charisma
to snowboarding pioneer Shaun White, yet
another athlete who claimed an emotional
gold in PyeongChang. After failing to medal
in Sochi in 2014, White sought redemption
for his legacy, and he earned it with a

signature final run of 97.75 that clinched
gold. After winning, he triumphantly said
in an interview, “This meant the world
to me, and my family, and my team.”
Fellow snowboarder Ester Ledecka from
the Czech Republic shocked the world, and
herself, when she claimed gold in alpine
skiing; just days later, she finished first
in the parallel giant slalom
for snowboarding, thus
becoming the first
female athlete to
ever win gold
medals in two
sports at the
Winter Games.
Among other
international
notables was
cross-country
skier
Marit
Bjoergen, who
claimed
two
gold, one silver,
and two bronze
medals at PyeongChang,
contributing to Norway’s
record-high 39 medals as well
as to her own collection of 15 medals.
This made the 37-year-old the most
decorated Winter Olympian of all time.
Towards the end of the Games, the U.S.
women’s hockey team won their first Olympic
gold since 1998 in a breathtaking final
against rival Canada. Led by Maddie Rooney,
Hilary Knight, and the Lamoureux twins, the
American women’s 3-2 victory in shootout
was a fitting conclusion to not just a thrilling
final, but the Olympic tournament as well.

Elsewhere on the ice rink, the U.S. team
may not have met expectations on the figure
skating podium, coming away with only two
bronze medals. Still, there were multiple
highlight performances that came from the
likes of Nathan Chen, Adam Rippon, Alex
and Maia Shibutani, and Mirai Nagasu, who
became the first American woman to land
a triple axel in the Olympics. However, the
most intense battle on the rink was between
Russian skaters Alina Zagitova and Evgenia
Medvedeva, as Zagitova narrowly edged
out her teammate by a mere 1.31 points.
Aside from being an opportunity for
rising athletes, the Olympics also marked a
turning point in Korean history, as North
and South Korea fielded a joint women’s ice
hockey team under a united flag for the first
time. This merge not only developed a sense
of unity for the Korean territory, but also
exemplified the importance of the Olympic
Games: the Games are an event of enough
significance to cause nations to set aside
their conflicting pasts and political views.
The Olympics are always a time for
countries to showcase their strongest
athletes’ abilities and national pride.
Nevertheless, they are also a period of
worldwide connection, as the Games unite
several cultures, traditions, and talents under
one roof for three weeks. From February 9
to February 25, the Games in PyeongChang
did exactly that, creating an atmosphere
that matched the excitement preceding it.
South Korea can take a bow, knowing that
it successfully bolstered such international
connections and fostered healthy competition
by making the 2018 Winter Olympics
experience a truly unforgettable one.
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Super Bowl Showdown A Just Sentence
By BRANDON CHOI, sophomore
EVERY YEAR, viewers from all over the

country gather to watch the Super Bowl, a
game that has attained an unprecedented
level of prestige, tradition, and viewership
over the years. The nation has witnessed
the game’s tremendous growth from the
inaugural Super Bowl in 1967 to the most
recent Super Bowl LII. There are no
doubts as to the intense atmosphere of
excitement that surrounds the game itself,
proven by memorable moments like the
Patriots’ drastic comeback from being down
28-3 in 2017. However, this competitive
element only highlights the thrill behind
the many festivities on Super Bowl Sunday.
Due to the massive attention the Super
Bowl receives, with an audience consisting
of over 100 million viewers, thousands
of companies have taken advantage of
opportunities to invest millions of dollars
in commercials. The average cost of airing
a 30-second Super Bowl commercial has
drastically risen to an average of around $5
million this year. But the cost may well be
worth it for companies such as Budweiser;
its moving “Lost Dog” commercial in 2015
drew a wildly positive reaction by highlighting
the theme of friendship, belonging, and
unity in its advertisement. Complementing
the Super Bowl advertisements is the
massive food consumption, which provides
yet another channel of revenue. Friends
and family across America consume
large amounts of game day foods, such
as chicken wings (more than 1.25 billion
to be exact), pizza, and sugary beverages.

The cultural weight of the game goes
beyond just the business and enterprise
aspects: the Super Bowl has also brought
forth some of the most memorable musical
performances, beginning with the singing
of the national anthem. Prior to kickoff, a
well-known artist is designated to honor the
history of the nation with a performance
that not only reminds viewers of those
who risked their lives for the country, but
also unites the players and the nation as
one family. Perhaps the most unforgettable
rendition in Super Bowl history was Whitney
Houston’s performance in 1991, which is
now regarded by many as the gold standard
for singers to follow in her footsteps.
Sparked by an exponential growth in
viewers, the Super Bowl has essentially
redefined the definition of halftime
entertainment. While musicians like Prince,
Michael Jackson, Madonna, Lady Gaga, and
many more have given stunning halftime
performances and solidified their positions
as cultural moguls, other figures have
become much more infamous. From Katy
Perry’s lost left shark to Justin Timberlake’s
recent awkward exchange with “the selfie
kid,” the halftime show has created its
fair share of Internet sensations that may
not necessarily relate to the music itself.
With its rich culture and background,
the Super Bowl has clearly grown to be a
staple in American culture. What was once
a sports championship game has drastically
transformed into a day of joy, unity, and
celebration. Sports fan or not, it is intriguing
as to how the Super Bowl will continue to
impact American culture in the near future.

Nothing but Net
By PRIYA BHATT, junior
THE LADY HAWKS of the JPS varsity
basketball team, led by captains senior
Christina Rusk, and juniors Kayla Gatling
and Disha Prabhudesai, have broken through
a multitude of barriers. They have been an
emblem of power and control, dominating
longtime rivals and formidable teams. Though
they have faced many obstacles in their path,
their perseverance has propelled them to
their current outstanding record of 14-10.
The team has faced many ups and downs
this season, as demonstrated by a number
of noteworthy games. One of their best
performances, and arguably the highlight of
the season so far, was their victory against
Edison High School. The Lady Hawks lost
33-68 in their first encounter with the Lady
Eagles; though it was a crushing blow for
them, they were not willing to accept defeat.
In preparation for the next matchup, the
girls pushed themselves to the limit at their
practices, dedicating their time and effort
toward their goal of beating Edison High.
At the second game, the Hawks emerged
victorious, 59-35, on Edison’s home court:
junior Disha Prabhudesai supported the
team with 14 points and 4 free throws,
and the team itself showed just how much
their commitment and hard work paid off.
While the Lady Hawks have had
many accomplishments, they have also
suffered difficult losses; one of their most
challenging games was against South
Brunswick, ending with a final score of
37-39. This devastating defeat, however,
only reenergized them to continue fighting
towards success. Senior varsity captain
Christina Rusk described the thoughts of
the entire team when she said, “We keep
each other going when the games get rough,
and we are always there for one another,
cheering one another on when we excel.”
Many key players have contributed to the
team’s triumphs, most notably sophomore
Megan Duffy, the starter who has made a

magnificent return from an ACL tear that put
her on the sidelines last year. This season, at
the forefront of her team, she has bounced
back looking better than ever, putting up an
average of 15.2 points and 1.4 three-point
shots made per game. Both Megan and
her sister, freshman McKayla Duffy, are
stepping up to put JP in the spotlight, as the
team finished the season seeded fourth in
the GMC Red Division. While looking to set
a good example for both incoming players
and veterans alike, their playing has led the
team to rise above all expectations and to
continue its progress through the season.
The next crucial step for the girls is
to keep up with the consistently high
standards they hold for themselves. They
have established goals that they are pursuing
with everything they have, particularly in the
GMCs and states tournaments. This season,
the girls laid everything out on the court,
making it all the way to the quarterfinals
before falling 50-77 to Bishop Ahr. It was
a shattering blow having made it so far
along in the season. However, Coach Field
has taken it as motivation for the next year,
saying, “The next step for the team would
be that they would further themselves
through the games for the following season,
making it past the quarterfinals. The girls
work together like a family and definitely
have the potential to accomplish this goal.”
In order to achieve these goals, they
will have to be persistent in putting out
their best performance every moment they
step out onto the court. Coach Field is
especially proud of her team and confident
in their potential, saying that, “the girls work
together like a family and definitely have the
potential to accomplish whatever goals they
have.” She stresses the fact that everybody
on the team is a crucial asset and that each
member has a role to fulfill, no matter how
small it may seem. If everybody does their
best to fulfill their individual roles with
the team in mind, they are sure to breach
whatever obstacles that may come their way.

By THE SPORTS EDITORS
SPORTS ARE an extension of humanity
in which athletes, trainers, coaches, and
managers are encouraged to bring out the
best in themselves, both as committed
competitors and as upstanding individuals.
Recently, the Larry Nassar sentence
hearings have drawn attention to the
unfortunate reality: appalling incidents
like sexual harrassment have been going
unnoticed for years, and there are still
many untold stories waiting to be heard.
On January 31, Larry Nassar was sentenced
to 40 to 175 years in prison for multiple counts
of sexual assault. A longtime athletic trainer
for USA Gymnastics and the Michigan State
gymnastics organization, Nassar had been
the focus of an investigation that was years
in the making. However, his time escaping
a just court ruling for his actions is over.
For the past few months, numerous
details of Nassar’s felonies were gradually
revealed to the public, a public that was
already struck by the exposure of the hidden
harassment and assault cases taking place
in Hollywood. These despicable details
included the abuse of more than 150 girls
and women—a six-year-old child among
them. The initial story published by the
Indianapolis Star in 2016, which detailed the
mishandling of various complaints about
Nassar’s predatory behavior, spread like
wildfire through the news. But even then,
nobody could have foreseen the magnitude
of this tragedy; in a string of charges and
accusations since then, women have told
their appalling stories, one by one, about

how one physician from Michigan State had
been allowed to traumatize the lives of many.
From Simone Biles to Aly Raisman, women
described the abuse they experienced under
the false guise of medical exams. Whenever
they had raised questions about Nassar’s
methods, the athletes had always received
the same message: they were “lucky” to
have the best doctor working with them.
Following the shock, the facade of a
supposed integrity in the world of sports
no longer remained. In November, Nassar
pleaded guilty to 10 counts of first-degree
criminal sexual conduct. In December, he
received a 60-year federal sentence for the
possession of child pornography. When
Judge Rosemarie Aquilina delivered the latest
sentence, she firmly stated, “It is my honor
and privilege to sentence you. You do not
deserve to walk outside a prison ever again.”
As stories amassed, so did the scrutiny and
the outrage of the public. Many Americans
were left wondering how so many rising
athletes, including those who went on
to medal at the Olympics, suffered such
atrocities for so long without the authorities
getting involved. The hearings have definitely
served as a wake-up call to society about the
severe dangers of maintaining the status
quo and being amongst the silent majority.
Much needs to be changed within American
culture—and this does not exclude the world
of sports. Every victim who bravely came to
the witness stand deserves the vocal support
of the country. In light of these events, it is
indescribably painful to see the past remain
the past, but if anything is certain now, it
is that this past has no place in the future.

Making Waves
By JEFFREY HSU, sophomore
THOUGH IT IS only the JP swim team’s
fourth year as an official team, it has visibly
grown through every award that it has
received, every medal it has won, and every
expectation it has exceeded. Talent fused
with dedication, persistence, and hard work
have contributed a number of impressive
wins, despite the departure of some star
swimmers in the past year. Both the boys
and girls swim teams have stepped up their
performance, as they ended their seasons
with records of 8-3 and 6-4, respectively.
However, this success did not come easy.
Every day for weeks on end, these athletes
practiced for an hour and a half at the
Raritan Bay Area YMCA. In addition to
these grueling practices, many members are
avid participants in swim teams outside of
school; for instance, senior co-captain Shay
Mallick has been swimming on a team ever
since he was eight years old. Moreover, the
constant motivation from Coach Jill Peguero
challenged all team members to try their best
and remain humble at the same time. Junior
co-captain Jenna Yan says of Coach Jill, “I
really applaud her dedication to our team
because she manages our whole group, and
she always reminds us to do our best.” Jenna
has proven her resolve and determination
as captain of the team, placing first in the
100 breaststroke with a time of 1:08.37.
Coming off of a strong 2016-17 season,
the boys team has become a feared and
respected competitor; they now trail
only Westfield, Bridgewater-Raritan, and
Colonia. The team exerted its dominance by
defeating Piscataway and Bishop Ahr, 12149 and 139-17 respectively, in outstanding
victories. Additionally, with several stellar
performances, a handful of swimmers
had the honor of participating in some
of the most competitive New Jersey swim
meets. The boys team as a whole qualified
for State Sectionals in addition to the
NJSIAA Meet of Champions. Junior Aris

JENNA YAN

Sophomore Michelle Kong swims
the 100 fly at GMCs on 1/26.
Chung, sophomore Keren Huang, Shay
Mallick, and senior Manav Shah made
up the formidable squad in both the
200 medley relay and 400 freestyle relay.
The girls have also made exceptional
progress, as both underclassmen and
upperclassmen, have taken the county by
storm. Senior co-captain Kaitlyn Kwan
and Jenna Yan have taken their leadership
roles to another level, inspiring their team
by excelling in almost all strokes. The team
placed third this year at GMCs and qualified
for Sectionals, where Jenna Yan, freshman
Shannon Yan, sophomore Michelle Kong,
and junior Stephanie Chiu set the stage for
the 200 medley relay with a time of 3:52.76.
No matter what obstacles they
have encountered, this year’s team has
demonstrated the remarkable ability
to persist through it all. With standout
performances and victories highlighting
their season, it has truly been a memorable
journey filled with much enjoyment and
competitive spirit. Whether inside of the
pool or outside of it, the JP swim team
will certainly cherish the legacy that they
have upheld for four years and counting.
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Staying on Track
By ANSH GUPTA, sophomore
A TEAM’S SUCCESS throughout a long,
winding season goes beyond just physical
toughness. It also depends on the team’s
ability to strive for goals, no matter how
challenging and far-fetched they may seem.
This mentality of continual growth and
endurance has been embodied in its entirety
by the JP Stevens Winter Track and Field
team this season. Despite the challenges
that the demanding weather and physical
obstacles might have imposed, the team
has trained endlessly with the hopes of
emerging victorious in their respective
events and setting new personal bests.
A normal day at practice usually begins
with the athletes running their warm-up laps
around the track, followed by a session of
stretches and dynamics led by the captains.
Afterwards, the coaches explain the planned
workouts to each of the groups that are
divided based on their event (hurdles, shot
put, sprinters, and distance). Along with the
importance of good training, distance coach,
Anum Azher, believes that certain aspects of
a runner’s daily life play a major role in his or
her performance. She supports her reasoning
by stating, “Since track is a demanding sport,
the necessity of eating properly, getting good
sleep, and balancing school life along with
the sport are crucial to a runner’s success.”
With only a couple of weeks until the
first meet of the season, the athletes were
put under an excruciating training schedule
to determine the lineup for the Leon Bailey
Relays. There, the boys and girls teams
kicked off the season with several impressive

victories, including first place finishes for
the girls 4x800m relay finals and distance
medley relay finals. At the much-awaited
GMCs, several Hawks, many of whom were
seniors, returned home with medals around
their necks. One such victor was senior
captain Nadale Buntin, who seized the day
by coming in first in the 400m, second in
the 55m hurdles, and sixth in the 55m dash.
Additionally, the girls varsity team has
performed exceptionally well throughout
the season. The unstoppable team of seniors
Angela Cao and Mikhayla Sabo, junior Ava
Dul, and sophomore Michelle Lim achieved
both first in the distance medley relay and
second in the 4x800m at the Middlesex
County Relays. This success was carried on to
the Girls State Relay Championships, where
the Lady Hawks ended up placing fourth in
the 4x800m out of 37 of the top teams in
the state. The anchor leg for the team, senior
captain Angela Cao, states, “I couldn’t have
been prouder of the girls’ hard work this
season.” Looking to continue her running
career at Emory University, Angela states
that she will never forget the bond she built
with her teammates, for the pain that they all
endured only strengthened their friendships
and improved their collective performance.
At the Sectional Championships, seniors
Angela Cao and Mikhayla Sabo qualified
for State Sectionals for the girls team,
while senior Nadale Buntin qualified
for the boys team. Nadale went on to
place second at State Sectionals. With
the grueling practices they have been
through together, both teams are ready to
face any hurdle that may come their way.
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We Not Me!
By ROHAN SHAH, junior
THE JP STEVENS boys basketball players
are the perfect embodiment of a true team:
the members are highly interdependent and
are also united by a common goal of securing
victories for the team. An exemplar of this
definition is their motto, which they wear so
proudly on their shirts: “WE NOT ME!”
The team achieved new heights this
season, slamming down their toughest
opponents while forming genuine and
unforgettable bonds between players.
Despite some heartbreaking losses, senior
Rohan Rao, a three-year varsity athlete,
said that “this season has been really
special.” Senior Tyrese Conover surpassed
expectations and led the team with 14
points, 4.2 assists, and 2.1 steals per game.
Senior Elisha Smith followed close behind
with 11.2 points and 1.9 steals per game,
a major contribution to the team effort.
The Hawks’ performance on the court
was fueled by a combination of energy and
grit. The team certainly had a rollercoaster
ride of a season: a complete shutout of
Perth Amboy Tech, 72-24, brought wide
smiles and an “enjoyable locker room
atmosphere,” says senior Frank Diserio, but
a one-point loss to East Brunswick, 37-38,
“really hurt in the gut.” Still, they persevered,
and Frank said their challenges “only added
to the fun.” The devastating defeats they
faced have only pushed every athlete to
play harder and smarter, as shown by their
continual improvement over the years.
As a firm believer in having a growth
mindset, Coach Garcia, a first-year basketball
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Solomon Smith (11) jumps to
collect a rebound at practice.

coach at our school, is incredibly proud of
what his young team has accomplished
this year, both on and off the court. When
asked about what stood out to him the
most about this particular team, he said,
“They came together when we needed it the
most, they stepped up in the hardest times,
and they showed how much they love each
other and how much they love basketball.”
In the end, it was neither the wins nor
the losses that mattered; rather, it was the
friendships that were created, the emotions
that were displayed, and the strength that
the players cultivated each day, that truly
made a lasting impact. The Hawks have
once again proven their capabilities to
succeed as a team, and the legacy it stands
for will continue to shine for years to come.

Now Serving: New Tennis Talent
By AKSHAY KHANNA, junior
FOR THE MAJORITY of the past decade,
the world of men’s tennis has witnessed the
dominance of four players: Roger Federer,
Rafael Nadal, Novak Djokovic, and Andy
Murray, also called the Big Four. Since 2010,
these same four players have won every
Grand Slam, interchanged spots at number
one, and served as the faces of the sport.
However, as time takes its toll on the bodies
of the Big Four, the level of dominance
they once achieved seems to be fading.
Federer, the undisputed greatest of all time,
has continued to dominate against all odds
despite his age, but the other three members
have either declined in performance or
succumbed to injury. This begs the question:
has the time come for a new Big Four?
Can the next generation’s players—players
christened as the stars of tomorrow—finally
step up and take their places on the pedestal?
Finally, after years of continued dominance
by the Big Four, young talents have recently
begun to emerge with the potential to serve
as the icons of tennis for years to come.
Denis Shapovalov, nicknamed Shapo, is
a fiery 18-year-old lefty who is one of the
youngest players on the pro tour. He was
born in Israel and is fluent in Russian but
bears Canadian nationality, having moved to
the country as a young child. Despite being
new to the scene, Shapovalov has already
garnered high praise from the likes of Roger
Federer himself, who thinks Shapo is “going
to be a wonderful player.” Such praise about
his potential began to surface as a result of
his massive upset in Montreal last year over
Rafael Nadal, world number two at the time.
The come-from-behind, three-set tiebreaker
victory turned heads and made Shapo the
youngest player to ever qualify for an ATP
Masters 1000 semifinal. He is currently
ranked number 46 in the world, and tennis
fans are eager to see his continued growth.
For 20-year old German player Alexander
Zverev, it’s not about potential; he currently
sits at number four in the world rankings

and has amassed victories against almost
every player in the top 20. It is clear that
he is already talented enough to compete
with anyone on the tour. Standing at 6-foot6 with a powerful serve and dangerous
groundstrokes, Zverev can take over a
match with his aggressiveness and precision;
however, consistency has been an issue for
him. Zverev’s results at Grand Slams have
been disappointing to say the least, as he has
yet to reach a Grand Slam quarterfinal. His
career may still be young, but if he remains
unable to perform on the big stage, his legacy
may go down as disappointingly forgettable
given the amount of
talent he possesses.
Rounding out the
rising young talents
is one of tennis’s
most controversial
players: Australian
22-year-old Nick
Kyrgios. In terms of
raw talent, Kyrgios
is up there with the
best of them,
and he readily
flaunts
his
natural feel
for the game
through the
use of his
par ticularly
crafty betweenthe-leg
strikes
popularly known as
“tweeners.” However,
his motivation for the
game is questionable at
best. He has been accused
of “tanking,” or purposely
playing without full effort,
on multiple occasions, and
he has himself stated that
he “does not love tennis.” In
addition, many of Kyrgios’s
opponents have attested to his
unsportsmanlike conduct and

tendency to make inflammatory statements.
Some fans love him for his flair on the court,
while others dislike his loose approach to the
game; either way, there is no denying his talent.
Shapovalov, Zverev, and Kyrgios have all
shown signs of greatness in recent years,
but this year’s Australian Open saw the
emergence of
yet another
up-andcoming

star: Hyeon
Chung, the
21-yearold
from
South Korea.
Chung’s path
to stardom took
off in 2017 when
he won the Next
Generation ATP Finals,
a tournament designed to
showcase the best 21-and-under
players in the world. Coming
into the prestigious Australian
Open in January, Chung was
only ranked number 62
in the world; although
this ranking was
impressive for
such a young
player, most
spectators
weren’t

impressed by Chung and doubted
that he was at the level of contending
for a Grand Slam title. In Melbourne,
however, he proved them wrong.
Upon reaching the third round, Chung
squared off against fellow young talent
Alexander Zverev, who was ranked number
four in the world. In a back-and-forth five
set affair, Chung emerged victorious, making
a statement by shutting out Zverev 6-0 in
the final set. Despite pulling off this major
upset, his path in the Open only grew more
challenging, with Big Four member Novak
Djokovic awaiting him in the fourth round.
Against Djokovic, Chung showcased his
defensive persistence and savvy shot-making
ability en route to a straight-set win, sending
him to the quarterfinals. With momentum
on his side, Chung defeated American
Tennys Sandgren in the quarterfinal,
making him the first ever Korean
player to reach a Grand Slam semifinal.
However, Chung’s miraculous run up to
this point came at a cost. In the previous few
matches, he had been dealing with blisters
on his foot that only grew worse as he played
through them. Combined with the fact that
his semifinal matchup was against the number
two ranked player in the world by the name
of Roger Federer, Chung’s outlook from
that point on looked grim. Indeed, Chung
retired in the second set being a set and
three games down, on account of his blisters
becoming too severe for him to continue.
Despite the unfortunate end to the game,
Chung’s semifinal run is a big step forward
for the rise of the youth movement in men’s
tennis. Although Federer continues to defy
time and to dominate the men’s game,
the idea of the Big Four may be fading.
Nadal, Djokovic, and Murray all failed
to reach the Australian Open semifinals,
with Djokovic being eliminated by Chung
himself. Of course, one cannot claim
that the age of the rising stars has finally
come until one young talent wins a Grand
Slam, but with Federer’s time running
out, that may be sooner rather than later.

